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Abstract
In online commerce, obfuscation strategies by sellers are hypothesized to mislead consumers to their detriment and to the profit of sellers. One such obfuscation strategy is
partitioned pricing in which the price is split into a base price and add-on fees. While
empirical evidence suggests that partitioned pricing affects consumer decisions through
salience effects, its consumer welfare consequences are largely unexplored. Therefore, I
provide a quantification of the welfare impact of the behavioral response to partitioned
pricing. To do so, I derive a discrete choice model that jointly allows for differences in the
reaction to marginal changes in add-on fees and the base price as well as a discontinuous
effect of a zero fee. The model is based on a framework on limited attention and I estimate it using web scraped data of posted price transactions on eBay Germany. My results
suggest under-reaction to marginal changes in the shipping fee, consistent with previous
results in the literature. However, I also document a discontinuous positive effect of free
shipping on consumer demand, which is novel to the literature. The combined impact of
these effects on consumer welfare is less than six percent of consumer surplus. The welfare
impact is attenuated because the maximum shipping fee on eBay is capped and the free
shipping effect partly counteracts the under-reaction to shipping fees in expectation.
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Introduction

The separation of the price for a good or service into a base part and one or more smaller parts
is called partitioned pricing (Morwitz et al., 1998). With the rise of online retail, this practice
has become ever more prominent (Greenleaf et al., 2016). Classical theory predicts rational
consumers will only consider the total price of a good and not its division into smaller parts.
Empirical evidence suggests, however, that consumers do react to partitioned pricing by not
fully considering the add-on fees (Greenleaf et al. (2016) and Voester et al. (2017) provide
comprehensive reviews on the topic). While this result is documented for auctions in the
online shopping context (Hossain and Morgan, 2006; Brown et al., 2010; Einav et al., 2015),
it is unclear whether consumers exhibit a similar behavior when purchasing at posted prices.
However, posted price transactions make up the majority of transactions nowadays, even on
eBay, an online platform that at its inception only featured auctions (Einav et al., 2018).
Furthermore, the consumer welfare implications of such behavioral reactions to partitioned
pricing remain unexplored. Understanding such behavioral patterns and their impact on
consumer welfare is relevant both for online platforms designing their marketplaces as well as
consumer protection agencies considering policies to protect consumers from potential harm.
My paper provides an analysis of the consumer welfare consequences of partitioned pricing.
Another novelty is that I consider a discontinuous reaction to a zero fee in addition to an
under- or over-reaction to marginal changes in the fee as compared to the product price.
Furthermore, I focus on posted price transactions rather than auctions. To correctly estimate
consumer reaction to partitioned pricing in settings that also include choices with a zero
fee, it is important to include the discontinuous effect of free shipping. Obtaining unbiased
parameter estimates are in turn important to calculate the welfare implications of partitioned
pricing. To address these issues, I derive an empirical discrete choice model based on a
theoretical framework on limited attention, as proposed by DellaVigna (2009). I use web
scraped data from eBay Germany to reconstruct potential choice sets available to consumers
and estimate the behavioral parameters. Following the framework of Bernheim and Rangel
(2009), I then apply an approach proposed by Train (2015) for consumer welfare calculations
when the choice-relevant utility function differs from the welfare-relevant utility function to
calculate the consumer welfare implications of the observed behavior.
The joint analysis of a differential reaction to marginal changes in add-on fees and the
base price as well as a potentially discontinuous effect of a zero fee is new to the literature.
1

Prior research cannot disentangle the two effects because they either lack variation in the
shipping fee (e.g. Morwitz et al. (1998) and the “low reserve treatment” in Hossain and
Morgan (2006)) or do not consider listings with free shipping (e.g. Brown et al. (2010) and
the “high reserve treatment” in Hossain and Morgan (2006)). Such a discontinuous effect of
free shipping might, however, be relevant. Indeed, as Shampanier et al. (2007) show, demand
increases discontinuously for goods that are sold at a price of zero. Einav et al. (2015)
provide, to the best of my knowledge, the only other evidence in this direction. They find a
discontinuous effect of free shipping. Listings with free shipping are, on average, associated
with higher auction revenues conditional on a sale. In a separate analysis, the authors further
show that conditional on a positive shipping fee, larger shipping fees are associated with larger
revenues.2
Further, the welfare impact of partitioned pricing on consumer welfare in the online
context has been largely unexplored. Most relatedly, Chetty et al. (2009) and Taubinsky and
Rees-Jones (2018) analyze the effect that limited attention to non-salient taxes has on the
welfare impact of taxes.
Starting from a framework of limited attention proposed by DellaVigna (2009), I derive
an empirical discrete choice model that allows for differential consumer reactions to variation
in the total price of a good and the associated shipping fee as well as a discontinuous effect
of free shipping. Through transformations of the estimated parameters, I then recover the
deep behavioral parameters of the DellaVigna (2009) framework.
To obtain the data necessary for the analysis, I automatically web scrape active listings
on eBay Germany for various products several times a day. The publicly available data from
eBay allows me to observe the exact time and price at which transactions occurred. Through
my repeated web scrapes, I can reconstruct the potential choice set that each consumer was
facing at the time of transaction.
Given the estimated coefficients, I calculate the expected loss in consumer surplus that
occurs because of consumers’ reaction to partitioned pricing. To do so, I apply the framework
of Bernheim and Rangel (2009) and assume that consumers would optimize perfectly in a
world without partitioned pricing. I then apply an approach proposed by Train (2015) and
based on Small and Rosen (1981) to calculate the loss in expected consumer surplus due to
partitioned pricing.
2

Furthermore, Frischmann et al. (2012) find that sellers listed on an online price comparison website tend
to either offer free shipping or high shipping fees with no mass at smaller shipping fee values.
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My results suggest that, for most products, consumers indeed behave as if they ignore
part of the shipping fee if it is positive. For some products, consumers behave as if they
do not consider the shipping fee at all, while for others they show only partial reaction to
the shipping fee. For some products, however, the results suggest that consumers behave
rationally with regard to marginal changes in the shipping fee. Hossain and Morgan (2006)
find results suggesting that consumers in their auctions tend to ignore 18 to 45 percent of the
shipping fee on average. The results of Chetty et al. (2009) even suggest behavior consistent
with ignorance of 75 up to 94 percent of non-salient taxes. My baseline estimates suggest
ignorance of approximately 12 to 85 percent across the different products analyzed.
Additionally, my findings document a novel result concerning add-on fees: Consumer
demand tends to react discontinuously positively to the offer of free shipping. This finding
is in line with the findings of the research on consumer reaction to zero prices.
In extensions of the base model, I allow for unobserved heterogeneity in consumers’ consideration sets and potential endogeneity of the listing price. The results are robust for half of
the analyzed products, while for the others the results are affected by some of the extensions.
For the welfare calculations, I use the results of the base model.
The relative loss in consumer surplus compared to fully rational behavior ranges from less
than one to six percent. Two factors diminish the effect of partitioned pricing on consumer
welfare in this setting: First, the size of the shipping fee is capped at 9.50 euro by eBay. If
sellers were to charge higher shipping fees, the welfare loss could be higher. Second, the free
shipping effect on demand partly offsets the under-reaction to shipping fees in expectation.
This paper adds to the literature on attention to add-on fees by focusing on posted price
transactions. Previous research mainly analyses consumer behavior in auctions (Morwitz
et al., 1998; Hossain and Morgan, 2006; Brown et al., 2010; Einav et al., 2015). These studies
document that auctions with larger shipping fees tend to attract more bidders and receive
earlier first bids than auctions with lower shipping fees. Conditional on a sale, the auctions
with higher shipping fees generate higher revenues on average. However, while auctions were
more popular in the early years of eBay, posted price purchases are now more common (Einav
et al., 2018). Blake et al. (2018) provide one of the few studies analyzing attention in posted
price transactions. Using data from a field experiment on StubHub, an online ticket resale
platform, the authors show that revealing fees later in the purchasing process results in an
average of 21 percent higher revenue. Their analysis suggests that at least 28 percent of
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this revenue increase results from consumers not only being more likely to purchase but also
choosing higher quality products conditional on purchase. Their setting is different from mine
insofar as the difference in salience between the product price and the add-on fees in their
setting is arguably larger because the two price components are actually shown in different
steps of the transaction process.
I proceed as follows. In Section 2, I present an empirical discrete choice model based on a
framework proposed by DellaVigna (2009). In Section 3, I discuss identification of the model
parameters. In Section 4, I describe the eBay platform and my data collection procedure.
In Section 5, I show some descriptive statistics and evidence from preliminary regressions.
In Section 6, I provide the results from estimation of my base model and its extensions. In
Section 7, I examine the welfare implications of my results. Section 8 concludes.

2

Model

In this section, I derive my empirical model based on the theoretical framework proposed by
DellaVigna (2009). I then present two extensions to the base model accounting for unobserved
consideration set heterogeneity and price endogeneity.

2.1

The Base Model

DellaVigna (2009) proposes a framework to analyze what he terms “limited attention.” I
build on this framework to derive my econometric model. Assume the value that consumer
i receives from good j is given by:
Vij = vij + oij ,
where vij is a visible component and oij is an opaque component. If the consumer perceives
oij differently than vij , let the perceived value of the good be denoted as:
V̂ij = vij + (1 − θ)oij .

(2.1)

Applying this framework to posted prices and shipping fees, vij can be interpreted as the
value of a good while oij ≡ −cij represents the shipping fees. Considering the findings of
Shampanier et al. (2007) and Einav et al. (2015), I also allow for a discontinuous effect of free
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shipping on consumer’s perceived utility, denoted as γf . When analyzing the welfare implications of partitioned pricing in a setting with listings that offer free shipping, ignoring such
an effect could potentially bias the estimate of θ and, therefore, also the welfare calculations.
I discuss this insight in more detail in Section 3.
Let the consumer’s willingness-to-pay net of the shipping fees be denoted as
V̂ij = vij − (1 − θ)cij + γf fij ,

(2.2)

where fij ≡ 1(cij = 0). Because I am focusing on posted price transactions, no measure of
willingness-to-pay is as readily available as in the case of auctions. Therefore I use a discrete
choice framework to estimate the parameters θ and γf .
The perceived consumer surplus that consumer i receives from buying good j at price pij
in DellaVigna (2009)’s framework is given by
ˆ ij = V̂ij − pij = vij − (1 − θ)cij + γf fij − pij .
CS
Assuming that utility is linear in income,3 the (conditional) indirect utility observable to the
econometrician is given as
ˆ ij ) = β CS
ˆ ij = β [vij − (1 − θ)cij + γf fij − pij ] .
W (CS

(2.3)

I let vij ≡ x0ij γ be a linear function of observable non-financial product characteristics xij and
corresponding coefficients γ. I discuss the selection of non-financial product characteristics in
Section 3.1. Further, define the total price as tpij = pij + cij . Then the consumer’s observable
perceived indirect utility is
W (xij , tpij , cij ; δ, β, θ) = x0ij γβ − βtpij + βθcij + βγf fij .
Next, let ij be the part of the utility that is observable only to the consumer and not to
the econometrician. Including this error term and rewriting the estimated parameters, the
3

As Taubinsky and Rees-Jones (2018) discuss, the assumption that utility is linear in income is nonproblematic for products whose prices are small relative to income. Another interpretation of the assumption
is that around small value changes, any utility function can be approximated by a linear function.
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perceived indirect utility is given as
U (xij , tpij , cij , fij ; γ̃, γ̃f , β̃, θ̃) = x0ij γ̃ + β̃tpij + θ̃cij + γ̃f fij + ij .

(2.4)

ij could be non-zero, for example, because of differences in search behavior or distractions
during the purchasing process.
Finally, I assume that consumers maximize their utility by choosing the one product in
their choice set that yields the highest utility. Thus, to be consistent with this assumption,
I exclude observations in which consumers buy multiple units of a product. These occasions
are, however, rare. Assuming that ij is extreme value type I distributed allows making use
of the analytical logit choice probabilities following McFadden (1974):
exp(W (Xij , Θ))
,
k∈Ci exp(W (Xik , Θ))

Pij = P

(2.5)

where W (Xij , Θ) = x0ij γ̃ + β̃tpij + θ̃cij + γ̃f fij and Ci is the choice set that consumer i is
facing.
Thus far, the indirect utility function is assumed to be homogeneous across consumers.
As a result, the model implies the so-called independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) (McFadden, 1974). A common approach to relax the IIA assumption is to allow for unobserved
heterogeneity in some or all of the parameters in the indirect utility function across consumers
(Berry et al., 1995). This so-called mixed logit model introduces non-linearity in the indirect
utility function which results in more flexible substitution patterns. Therefore, I allow for
unobserved consumer heterogeneity with regard to price sensitivity β. One interpretation for
this heterogeneity is that consumers have different price sensitivities because of unobserved
differences in income.4
Note that I assume unobserved consumer heterogeneity in the coefficient β of the model
derived from the DellaVigna (2009) framework (see Equation (2.3)). This means that, in
terms of the estimated parameters, the variation in β also translates to variation in all other
estimated coefficients. To illustrate this, consider Equation (2.4). Letting β ≡ βi vary across
4
As discussed above, the assumption that the indirect utility is linear in income preference β can be seen
as a linear approximation of non-linear income preferences around small price changes (Taubinsky and ReesJones, 2018). Here, the assumption of linearity in β remains. However, I now allow for the levels of β to differ
across consumers.
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consumers, this equation becomes
U (xij , tpij , cij , fij ; γ̃i , γ̃f i , β̃i , θ̃i ) = x0ij γ̃i + β̃i tpij + θ̃i cij + γ̃f i fij + ij ,

(2.6)

where γ̃i = βi γ, γ̃f i = βi γf , β̃i = −βi , and θ̃i = βi θ. Because I assume that utility is linear in
the monetary consumer surplus, the heterogeneity of βi transmits to all the other estimated
coefficients as well. However, this is not equivalent to estimating a mixed logit model in
which all coefficients are random, because the heterogeneity of the coefficients in my model
is coupled to the heterogeneity of βi . In other words, each consumer takes one draw from the
distribution of βi that then transmits to all other coefficients. The choice probability shown
in Equation (2.5) becomes
Z
Pij =

exp(W (Xij , Θ))
f (β)dβ .
k∈Ci exp(W (Xik , Θ))

P

(2.7)

Note that β is an element of Θ but can now vary across consumers following some distribution
with probability density function f (β). In other words, the choice probability shown in
Equation (2.5) conditional on some realization of β is now integrated over the distribution of
β to obtain the expected choice probability for each consumer.
I assume that βi ∼ N (µβ , σβ2 ). This in turn implies that γ̃i ∼ N (µβ γ, σβ2 γ 2 ), γ̃f i ∼
N (µβ γf , σβ2 γf2 ), β̃i ∼ N (−µβ , σβ2 ), and θ̃i ∼ N (µβ θ, σβ2 θ2 ). The inattention parameter θ from
the DellaVigna (2009) framework can therefore be recovered from the estimated coefficients
as θ =

µθ̃
µβ

, where µθ̃ is the estimated mean of the distribution of θ̃i . Equivalently, γf can be

recovered as γf =

µγ˜f
µβ

.

Using these choice probabilities, I estimate the model parameters using maximum likelihood estimation. With the normal mixing distribution, the expected choice probability
for each individual no longer has an analytical solution. Therefore, I approximate it using
simulation.
DellaVigna (2009) assumes that θ ∈ [0, 1] and interprets it as the “inattention” parameter.
For fully attentive consumers, θ = 0, while for fully myopic consumers, θ = 1. In my
estimation I do not restrict the values of θ. Following DellaVigna (2009), I refer to θ as the
inattention parameter, but note that due to the general form of the framework, θ can in fact
capture mechanisms other than limited attention that can result in differential reactions to
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vij and oij (Taubinsky and Rees-Jones, 2018).5
Past evidence, however, suggests a θ between zero and one (e.g. Morwitz et al., 1998;
Hossain and Morgan, 2006; Einav et al., 2015). Furthermore, research on the effects of a zero
price suggest that γf > 0.

2.2

Extensions of the Model

I now consider two extensions to the base model presented in Equation (2.6). First, I allow
for consumers to randomly consider only subsets of their choice sets. Second, I use a control
function approach to allow for endogeneity of the total price. These extensions help assessing
how some of the main assumptions of the model affect the parameter estimates.
2.2.1

Unobserved Consideration Set Heterogeneity

One assumption I make in the base model is that all consumers consider all choices available
on eBay at the time of purchase. This full information assumption is typical for discrete choice
models. However, the number of choices can be large in the eBay setting. For some of the
products, more than one hundred choices were available at some points in time. Therefore,
one concern is that the full information assumption is unrealistic in this setting.
If one were to observe the search behavior of every consumer, modeling the search or
explicitly only using those listings that a consumer looked at would be a natural approach.
However, I do not observe which listings consumers considered during their search.
Therefore, to address this issue, I employ the approach suggested by Goeree (2008). The
basic idea is that each available choice enters the consideration set of the consumer with a
certain probability. A functional form for the consideration probabilities is then assumed and
the parameters determining these probabilities are jointly estimated together with the utility
parameters. The probability that consumer i purchases a product j now becomes
Pij =

Z X Y
C∈Sj l∈C

πil

Y

(1 − πik ) P

k∈C
/

exp(W (Xi j, Θ))
f (β)dβ ,
k∈C exp(W (Xik , Θ))

(2.8)

where Sj is the set of all consideration sets that include choice j and πij is the probability
that consumer i considers choice j. The πil are functions of listing characteristics that impact
5

Other mechanisms relevant in the online commerce context could be, for example, rounding or a left-digit
bias, similar to what Lacetera et al. (2012) found in the used cars market. In both cases the resulting θ would
be unclear, as the reaction to the price components would depend on the decimals in either of the components.
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the probability that a listing is considered. I estimate the model using simulation. For more
details on the procedure, please refer to Goeree (2008) or Appendix A.5.
I include, among the characteristics affecting the consideration probability, the rank and
the page of the search results on which the listings appeared for my web scraper at the time
closest to the purchase. Further, I include the total size of the choice set. This specification of
the consideration probability can be regarded as a reduced form approximation of consumers’
actual search and consideration processes.
Baye et al. (2009) show that the ranking on a search results page has a large impact on
the clickthrough rate. The ranking and search page results that my web scraping program
encounters are imperfect measures of the ranking and search page that the consumer sees. In
particular, it depends on the exact search term that the consumer uses as well as the filters
and sorting that they apply. Nevertheless, it is likely that the ranking and search page that
my web scraping program sees is correlated with the probability that a consumer searching
at the same time considers a listing. My web scraper observes the ranking and search page
results sorted by eBay’s default sorting algorithm, which is also what consumers observe first.
Blake et al. (2016) show that almost 85 percent of consumers on eBay use the default sorting
at first. Further, the authors show that, on average, eBay users start with a more general
search (i.e. using fewer words) and refine that over time. I programmed my web scraper
to search for rather general terms as well. Dinerstein et al. (2018) state that eBay’s default
ranking is not personalized for individual buyers. Therefore, it is likely that at least at the
start of consumers’ search on eBay, the ranking and search page results that the consumer
sees are similar to those found by my web scraper. Furthermore, I include the total size of
the choice set with the idea that more choices might result in the probability of consideration
for each single choice decreasing.
2.2.2

Price Endogeneity

A common concern in demand estimation is that the price of the product might be correlated
with unobservable factors that also affect demand. If that is the case, then the estimated
price coefficient is biased. In my setting, I expect this problem to be less of an issue. I
purposefully chose the products to be as homogeneous as possible. The sold products are
all in new condition and basically identical. Therefore, unobserved differences in product
quality, which can be a concern when analyzing consumer choices over different brands or car
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makes, should not be as much of an issue here.
The non-financial variation that is relevant for choices in my context is that across different sellers and listings. However, because my web scraper sees the same information that
consumers see when browsing through the listings, I expect that I can, at least in theory,
observe all the relevant characteristics of a listing.
Nevertheless, I present an extension here in which I use instruments to account for potentially endogenous variation in prices. However, using an instrumental variables approach in
a non-linear estimation, such as the logit estimation, is not as well explored as for the linear
case. Berry et al. (1995) propose an approach that requires estimation of a set of listing fixed
effects. Directly estimating the listing fixed effects is infeasible due to the large number of
unique listings and varying choice sets. Berry et al. (1995) suggest a “contraction” procedure
to calculate the fixed effects conditional on parameter values inside the estimation procedure.
This removes the need to estimate fixed effects directly. However, this procedure does not
work for choices that have choice probabilities of zero, which does occur in my data.
Instead, I apply the so-called control function approach suggested by Petrin and Train
(2010). The approach requires additional assumptions on the structure of the price endogeneity. Then, the main idea is to condition on the source of the endogeneity such that
the remaining error term in the indirect utility function is independent from the potentially
endogenous variable by construction.
Applying the control function approach, the choice probability becomes
exp(W (Xij , Θ) + λ1 µ̂ij + λ2 µ̂2ij )

Z
Pij =

P

k∈Ci

exp(W (Xik , Θ) + λ1 µ̂ik + λ2 µ̂2ik )

f (β)dβ .

(2.9)

µ̂ij is obtained from the residuals of a first-stage price regression. For more details, please
refer to Petrin and Train (2010) or Appendix A.6.

3

Identification

Because, in contrast to prior research, I am using observational data and focusing on posted
price transactions, I am faced with several obstacles to identification of the parameters of
interest, θ and δf . This section discusses these challenges and how I propose to overcome
them.
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3.1

vij : Making Choices Comparable

Consider again the expression for consumers’ willingness-to-pay net of shipping fees presented
in Equation (2.2). DellaVigna (2009) proposes to estimate θ by keeping vij constant while
exogeneously varying cij . With a measure of consumers’ willingness-to-pay, it is then possible
to identify θ. In second-price auctions, assuming rational bidding, the final price is the
willingness-to-pay of the second highest bidder. Therefore, conducting experiments using
second-price auctions is a natural path to identifying inattention θ. The majority of the
literature has used exactly this idea by auctioning identical goods while varying the add-on
fee (e.g. Morwitz et al., 1998; Hossain and Morgan, 2006; Brown et al., 2010).
Because I focus on posted price transactions and because I use observational data, I
encounter two obstacles to implementing this identification strategy. First, no measure of
willingness-to-pay is observable. Second, I cannot keep vij exactly constant for all j. The
structural assumptions on consumer decision-making help overcome the issue of unobserved
willingness-to-pay by assuming a functional form for it. However, the idea for identification of
θ (and γf ) remains the same except that I try to keep vij constant conditional on observable
characteristics. Therefore, my identification of θ and γf relies on comparing products for
which vij = x0ij γ is similar. In order to implement this strategy, I need to condition on
all xij ’s that might impact consumer demand. This conditioning is more difficult, the more
heterogeneous the products are. Therefore, I chose to analyze products that are homogeneous,
leaving the relevant variation in non-financial characteristics to observable seller and listing
characteristics, not the characteristics of the products themselves. For the same reason, I
restrict the analysis to products in new condition and exclude used or defunct ones.
The selection of products for the analysis was motivated by three additional considerations. First, to fulfill the assumptions of the discrete choice model, I need to ensure that all
relevant choices are included in the estimation. For example, solely analyzing one particular
kind of pencil would mean a very homogeneous product but would likely exclude various different kinds of pencils that can be seen as substitutes. Therefore, I need to include products
for which a set of alternatives can be plausibly defined without introducing too much heterogeneity. I argue that board and video games, as well as specific smart phone models, are
well-suited product categories in this regard. Second, I want to analyze consumer reaction to
partitioned pricing for products of different price levels. Therefore, I chose product categories
that likely cover a wide range of product prices. Third, to maximize the expected number of
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observations, I include the most popular products in each category. Because eBay does not
provide details about the popularity of individual items, I chose the most popular products
in each category in early January 2019 according to Amazon.de.
With these requirements in mind, I saved data on two board games (“Exit - Der versunkene Schatz” (“Exit”) and “Azul”), three video games (“FIFA 19” for Playstation 4,
“Spider Man” for Playstation 4, and “Pokémon Let’s Go” for Nintendo Switch (“Pokemon”)),
and the “Samsung Galaxy J5 Duos” smart phone (“Duos”).
However, even with such homogeneous products, a plausible specification of vij = x0ij γ̃
to include all remaining relevant non-financial listing characteristics is important to obtain
unbiased estimates of θ̃, γ˜f , and β̃. Although the choice of these products reduces the need
to worry about unobserved differences in product quality, there is still variation in listing
and seller characteristics that might affect demand. I discuss the choice of non-financial
characteristics to include in the estimation in more detail in Section 6.1.

3.2

The Effect of Free Shipping

Note that few of the cited studies consider the discontinuous free shipping effect γf . Most
studies only analyze θ. Morwitz et al. (1998) compare the no-fee case to only one level of fee
and, thusly, cannot distinguish between the effects of γf and θ. Hossain and Morgan (2006)
and Brown et al. (2010) vary the amount of shipping required in their auctions but do not
consider a case in which the shipping fee is zero. If the interest lies in obtaining an estimate
of θ or in the net effect of partitioned pricing versus non-partitioned pricing, ignoring γf is
reasonable. To identify θ, restricting the analysis to listings with a positive shipping fee is
sufficient if willingness-to-pay is observable, even if there is a non-zero γf in reality. To see
why, assume consumers’ willingness-to-pay follows Equation (2.2). For clarity, Equation (2.2)
can be rewritten as
V̂j =



vj − (1 − θ)cj , if cj > 0

v + γ ,
j
f

(3.1)

otherwise

where I omit the consumer suffix i for the exposition. Furthermore, let Ṽj = vj − (1 − θ)cj
be the functional form for willingness-to-pay ignoring a potential effect of γf .
Now consider two listings j ∈ 1, 2 for which c2 > c1 > 0 and v1 = v2 = v. This
representation corresponds to the “High Reserve Treatments” in Hossain and Morgan (2006)
as well as the treatments in Brown et al. (2010). Let Vj be the observed willingness-to-pay
12

for listing j. θ is identified using Equation (3.1) as
V1 = v − (1 − θ)c1
V2 = v − (1 − θ)c2
⇔θ =1−

V1 − V2
.
c2 − c1

Note that, in this situation, θ can be correctly identified from two non-zero values of cj , even
if falsely using Ṽj because γf is irrelevant for cj > 0 and, therefore, Ṽj = V̂j . This is exactly
what Hossain and Morgan (2006) and Brown et al. (2010) do by considering treatments with
different non-zero shipping fee listings.
However, it is not possible to identify both θ and γf separately using only two different
treatments. Consider the two treatments c1 = 0 and c2 > 0. This representation corresponds
to, for example, the treatments in Morwitz et al. (1998) and in the “Low Reserve Treatments”
of Hossain and Morgan (2006). Let θ̃ be the inattention parameter obtained from using Ṽj .
2
Ignoring γf and using Ṽj , one would identify θ̃ as θ̃ = 1− V1c−V
. However, if actually consumer
2

utility took the form of Equation (3.1), this would imply that
V 1 = v + γf
V2 = v − (1 − θ)c2
⇔θ−

γf
V1 − V2
=1−
= θ̃ .
c2
c2

This shows that, first, using just these two treatments, θ and γf cannot be disentangled and
second, ignoring γf and using Ṽj results in a biased estimate of θ. In particular, if γf > 0,
θ̃ < θ and inattention is underestimated. Intuitively, this result shows that if there is a
positive effect of free shipping on demand, comparing a listing with free shipping to a listing
with a positive shipping fee and ignoring the free shipping effect assigns the drop in demand
entirely to the shipping fee, even though a part of it might be due to the drop caused by
moving from the free shipping regime to any positive shipping fee.
For the results of Morwitz et al. (1998), these insights imply that θ and γf cannot be
distinguished. However, this does not devalue their work, as first, they are only interested in
showing a net effect of partitioned pricing on demand. Second, in their setting, it seems less
likely that there is an effect of a fee of zero. The reason is that in their zero fee treatment,
there is no mention of the fee at all. Thus, subjects are probably completely unaware that
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the other group is charged a fee. In the eBay setting, this is different because consumers see
listings with both positive shipping fees as well as free shipping. Furthermore, free shipping
is made slightly more salient than the shipping fee with a bold font. Ignoring γf in the eBay
setting would, thus, likely lead to a biased estimation of θ which subsequently would affect
the welfare calculations.

4

Data and Setting

For the analysis, I collect choice-level data on transactions on eBay Germany by automatically
web scraping publicly available information. eBay’s publicly available data is well-suited
for discrete choice estimation because individual transactions can be observed. Another
advantage for the assessment of consumer reaction to partitioned pricing is that sellers set
their own shipping fees. This leads to the variation in shipping fees that is needed for the
estimation. To reconstruct the potential choice sets faced by each consumer, I continuously
save information on active and finished listings for various products. I can then match
observed transaction to those listings that were available at the time of purchase.

4.1

About eBay

eBay is an online marketplace that has been active since 1995. In the beginning, eBay only
featured auctions. In 2002, eBay also introduced posted price purchases (so-called Buy-it-Now
(BiN) listings). Since then, the BiN format has become increasingly popular. In recent years,
the majority of listings on eBay worldwide use the BiN format, although this differs across
product categories (Hasker and Sickles, 2010; Einav et al., 2018). Einav et al. (2018) further
document that auctions are more popular among less experienced sellers, for used goods, and
for more heterogeneous goods. Their estimates suggest that the decrease in popularity of
auctions cannot be explained by a change in the composition of products sold but rather by
a decrease in the demand for auctions, and, to a lesser extent, by an increase in competition
on eBay.
Sellers on eBay Germany can choose whether to list their product as an auction, an
auction with BiN option, or a BiN listing. For BiN listings, there is also the possibility to list
an inventory of a product to sell multiple copies. This is often used by commercial sellers who
use eBay as a platform for their retail business. Sellers on eBay range from private sellers to
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smaller commercial sellers to traditional brick-and-mortar stores that sell their products on
eBay.
Sellers can also choose whether to offer free shipping or set a shipping fee for their listings.
For many product categories, eBay Germany caps the shipping fee at 9.50 euro for national
shipping.
To build trust, eBay includes a system of ratings in which sellers and buyers rate each
other after successful transactions. The reputation of sellers on eBay depends mainly on
two measures: the eBay seller score and the percentage of positive reviews in total reviews
received. The eBay seller score is calculated as the sum of positive reviews minus the sum of
negative reviews. Further, the eBay seller score is also presented as discretized values in the
form of eBay stars. These eBay stars are small icons that are shown next to each seller’s eBay
score. In total, there are 12 different icons that sort sellers into different brackets according
to their eBay score.
When searching for an item on eBay Germany, consumers have various choices of how to
sort their search results. The default sorting is an algorithm that is supposed to maximize
eBay’s expected income (Blake et al., 2016). According to the eBay website, the algorithm
takes into account the completeness of the product description, the competitiveness of the
listing price, and the seller’s services (e.g. return policy, speed of delivery, past reviews).
Consumers can also sort by the geographical distance to their location, the time until the end
of a listing, and newly advertised listings. Further, consumers can sort with regard to price,
both including and excluding shipping. There is also the possibility to save searches and
receive notifications whenever a relevant listing is added. Here, however, only the product
price can be set as a relevant parameter, but not the shipping or total price.

4.2

Choice Set Creation

For the estimation of the empirical model, I collect publicly available data on listings on eBay
Germany using a web scraper. The web scraper searches for each product and subsequently
visits all the listing pages that are found as a result. The eBay website offers well-suited
data for the estimation because individual transactions can be observed. Appendix A.1
provides more details on the web scraping procedure and how to identify transactions on
eBay Germany.
In order to estimate the discrete choice model, I reconstruct the choice sets that consumers
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a started
Transaction
Scrape 1:
x, y, z active

Scrape 2:
a, z active

x ended/sold

y ended/sold

Figure 1: An illustration of the choice set reconstruction
were facing. To do so, I searched eBay Germany for each product and saved information on
all active listings that were shown as search results multiple times a day. In addition, less
frequently, I saved the results for all finished listings that matched the search.
Each observed purchase is then used as the base for one choice situation. To reconstruct
the potential choice set for each choice situation, I match all listings that I observed being
active before the time of purchase to the listings that are either active or ended after the
purchase. Because I save all active listings for each search term multiple times a day, the
reconstruction works plausibly precisely.
Figure 1 shows an illustration of this process. For each transaction, I compare the set of
listings that were active in any of the scrapes up to 24 hours prior to the transaction to those
that were active in any of the scrapes up to 24 hours after the transaction.6 All listings that
were active both before and after the transaction I consider to be in the choice set (listing z
in the example). For listings that were active before but not after the transaction, I compare
the time the listing ended to the time of the transaction. If the listing ended before the
transaction (such as x in the example), I do not include it in the choice set. If the listing
ended after the transaction (y in the example), I include it in the choice set. Because I
cannot observe the exact time a listing was first activated, I do not know if listings that first
appeared in the scrape after the transaction were activated before or after the transaction.
Therefore, I do not include these listings. This means that I wrongfully exclude listings that
were activated between the last scrape before the transaction and the time of transaction,
such as a. However, since I scrape new data once every few hours, this should not be a big
issue.
6

The 48 hours tolerance window is chosen to strike a balance between being strict and allowing some
flexibility for potential misses by the scraper. With about three to four scrapes a day, the chance that a listing
is missed in each repetition should be fairly low.
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4.3

Sample

In order to reduce the probability of missing relevant listings, I search for listings in a rather
broad fashion. To obtain the final sample for the analysis, I subsequently exclude all listings
that are not posted price listings. Further, I exclude all listings with items that are not in
new condition. Finally, I only include listings that are located in Germany. The results often
also include listings shipped from outside Germany and, as a result, have comparatively high
shipping fees. While this could introduce interesting variation in the shipping fee, the main
problem is that I do not observe the location of the buyer. Therefore, if I see a transaction I
need to assume that the buyer is from Germany, because the shipping fees that I observe are
those that apply to shipping to Germany. When including listings located outside Germany,
the likelihood is high that I actually observe a transaction with a buyer outside of Germany
for whom the assigned shipping fee as well as the choice set would be incorrect. While there
are also listings in Germany that ship to other countries, I expect that the probability that
I actually observe an order from outside of Germany on a German listing is low.
Next, I need to make sure that I only include listings that are actually relevant substitutes.
As an example, when searching for the “Duos,” usually a large part of the search results
are actually cases or other accessories for the phone. Excluding these irrelevant results is
complicated because entering product information is not mandatory for the sellers on eBay.
If those details are available, I use them to determine whether a listings should be part of
the sample. For listings where such information is not readily available, I use the title of the
listing to infer its relevance. Further, I use seller-entered product characteristics as well as
the title to infer product-specific characteristics such as the color of the phone.
Sometimes, a listing offers to sell different models of a product. For the “Duos,” for
example, some listings would have different colors available. In these cases, I treat each of
the different models as a separate observation (given they are a relevant choice).
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5

Descriptive Statistics and Regressions

5.1

Descriptive Statistics

Table 1 shows summary statistics for the final sample for selected variables. Each observation
is one listing in one particular choice situation. This means that listings that were available
over longer time periods enter the averages multiple times. I assume that each transaction
represents one individual.
Table 1: Descriptive statistics
Total price
Product price
Shipping fee
Shipping fee (> 0)
Share of shipping in total price
Share of shipping in total price (> 0)
Free shipping
Pos. reviews (%)
Seller score (K)
Commercial seller
Multiple units
Payment: Paypal

Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

16.42
[14.89, 17.89]
14.60
[12.99, 15.99]
1.82
[0.00, 4.49]
4.49
[3.00, 5.89]
0.10
[0.00, 0.26]
0.25
[0.21, 0.30]
0.59
[0.00, 1.00]
98.44
[99.40, 100.00]
60.45
[0.18, 21.61]
0.96
[1.00, 1.00]
0.70
[0.00, 1.00]
0.99
[1.00, 1.00]

41.94
[38.49, 44.89]
40.40
[37.90, 41.41]
1.55
[0.00, 4.00]
4.94
[4.90, 5.50]
0.03
[0.00, 0.09]
0.11
[0.09, 0.12]
0.69
[0.00, 1.00]
98.24
[99.30, 100.00]
35.18
[0.18, 5.61]
0.95
[1.00, 1.00]
0.74
[0.00, 1.00]
0.99
[1.00, 1.00]

48.44
[37.90, 59.59]
47.66
[36.88, 59.59]
0.78
[0.00, 1.45]
2.78
[1.99, 3.79]
0.02
[0.00, 0.03]
0.07
[0.05, 0.08]
0.72
[0.00, 1.00]
99.29
[99.40, 100.00]
61.32
[0.47, 36.76]
0.76
[1.00, 1.00]
0.53
[0.00, 1.00]
0.91
[1.00, 1.00]

48.28
[37.90, 59.99]
47.18
[35.45, 59.99]
1.10
[0.00, 1.99]
3.14
[1.99, 4.10]
0.03
[0.00, 0.05]
0.07
[0.05, 0.10]
0.65
[0.00, 1.00]
98.72
[99.40, 100.00]
73.69
[0.49, 36.70]
0.79
[1.00, 1.00]
0.56
[0.00, 1.00]
0.90
[1.00, 1.00]

69.34
[50.98, 83.00]
67.82
[49.90, 79.90]
1.52
[0.00, 3.00]
3.79
[2.49, 4.99]
0.02
[0.00, 0.05]
0.06
[0.04, 0.07]
0.60
[0.00, 1.00]
99.28
[99.40, 100.00]
83.77
[0.60, 46.09]
0.82
[1.00, 1.00]
0.64
[0.00, 1.00]
0.90
[1.00, 1.00]

179.94
[166.79, 183.99]
179.22
[166.78, 182.09]
0.73
[0.00, 0.00]
3.92
[1.99, 4.99]
0.00
[0.00, 0.00]
0.02
[0.01, 0.03]
0.81
[1.00, 1.00]
99.23
[98.90, 99.80]
126.64
[4.50, 151.24]
0.99
[1.00, 1.00]
0.67
[0.00, 1.00]
0.99
[1.00, 1.00]

New edition

0.10
[0.00, 0.00]

Eevee edition

0.45
[0.00, 1.00]
0.27
[0.00, 1.00]

Pokeball bundle
Blue

0.19
[0.00, 0.00]
0.27
[0.00, 1.00]

Gold
N

2415

10049

36702

85579

135798

49682

Notes: Sample means with lower and upper quartiles in brackets. Each observation represents one listing in one choice situation.

Note that the products are sorted in ascending mean total and product price. However,
the mean shipping fee does not increase proportionally with the mean product price, therefore
the share of the shipping fee in the total price is decreasing with an increasing total price.
While for “Exit,” given that the fee is positive, it makes up about a quarter of the total price
on average, for “Duos” that share is only two percent. A majority of the listings offer free
shipping (i.e. do not used partitioned prices) with the shares ranging from 59 to 81 percent
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across the different products.
The two main indicators through which eBay tries to mitigate asymmetric information
between buyers and sellers and increase trust are the share of positive reviews a seller received
and the seller’s eBay score. There is little variation in the share of positive seller reviews and
almost all sellers have a very high rating. Einav et al. (2015) also document this pattern.
There is, however, a larger variation in the eBay seller score, which is the number of positive
reviews a seller received minus the number of negative reviews. Thus, it can be interpreted
as a measure of seller experience. The vast majority of listings in the sample are offered by
commercial sellers. The share of commercial sellers ranges from 76 percent to 99 percent. The
variables in the lower panel of table 1 are product-specific variables that I include for some
of the products to account for different consumer valuation of different models and editions
that were available. These variables are all indicator variables.

5.2

Shipping Fees and Prices

Table 1 shows that the share of listings with free shipping ranges from 59 to 81 percent
across products. However, past research suggests that θ ∈ (0, 1) and consumers do not react
to changes in the add-on fee as much as they do to changes in the product price.7 If this
were the case, sellers that do set a positive shipping fee should be able to charge higher total
prices with higher shipping fees, all else equal.
To assess whether such patterns can be observed, Table 2 reports the main results of an
OLS regression of total prices on the shipping fee and other covariates. Here, I restrict the
sample to only those listings that have a positive shipping fee. Note that the product price
is not included in the regression. In a market with homogeneous goods, perfect competition,
and fully rational consumers, one would expect a one-to-one decrease in the product price for
each additional euro in the shipping fee, keeping the total price constant (at marginal cost).
Although the market on eBay is most likely not perfectly competitive (e.g. due to search
frictions) and the listings are not perfectly homogeneous, controlling for other covariates, one
would not expect a change in the total price if the shipping fee changes.
However, the point estimates of the shipping fee for five of the six products are positive,
although they are not statistically significantly different from zero for “Azul” and “Spiderman” due to the imprecise estimates. Only for the “Duos” smart phone does the estimate
7
For non-salient taxes, for example, Chetty et al. (2009) find θ = 0.75 and Taubinsky and Rees-Jones
(2018) find an average θ of 0.65.
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suggest that the total price does not increase with higher shipping fees.
These results suggest that the total price of a listing, given that it does not offer free
shipping, are, on average, indeed higher for higher shipping fees. This evidence is in line with
at least some sellers trying to exploit a θ ∈ (0, 1).
Table 2: Total price and shipping fee

Dependent variable
Shipping fee

No. individual-choice pairs
R2

Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

Total price

Total price

Total price

Total price

Total price

Total price

0.884***

0.670

0.988

3.098***

3.195**

-0.894

[0.519, 1.249]

[-0.130, 1.470]

[-0.970, 2.946]

[1.138, 5.058]

[0.759, 5.631]

[-5.406, 3.618]

981

3151

10278

29826

54506

9195

0.776

0.382

0.409

0.267

0.782

0.430

Notes: Includes only listings with a positive shipping fee. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the one, five, and
ten percent level, respectively. The brackets show 95 percent confidence intervals. The full estimation results are shown in
Appendix A.2.

5.3

Correlates of the Shipping Fee

In order to avoid omitted variable bias, ideally, I need to include all variables that correlate
with the shipping fee as well as consumer utility. While I cannot directly measure correlation
with consumer utility, I can explore correlation with the shipping fee. Table 3 shows the main
results of a linear regression of the free shipping indicator variable on various covariates.
Table 3: Covariates of free shipping

Dependent variable
Commercial seller

Seller score (K)

Payment: Paypal

Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

Free shipping

Free shipping

Free shipping

Free shipping

Free shipping

Free shipping

-0.147

0.068

0.274**

0.474***

0.406***

0.717***

[-0.680, 0.386]

[-0.175, 0.311]

[0.035, 0.513]

[0.330, 0.618]

[0.282, 0.530]

[0.536, 0.898]

-0.000***

-0.000

-0.001***

-0.001***

-0.001***

-0.000***

[-0.000, 0.000]

[-0.000, 0.000]

[-0.001, -0.001]

[-0.001, -0.001]

[-0.001, -0.001]

[-0.000, 0.000]

1.180***

0.594***

0.551***

0.181

0.353***

-0.373**

[0.500, 1.860]

[0.251, 0.937]

[0.284, 0.818]

[-0.037, 0.399]

[0.172, 0.534]

[-0.726, -0.020]

No. individual-choice pairs

2415

10049

36702

85579

135798

49682

R2

0.209

0.168

0.373

0.263

0.362

0.260

Notes: ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the one, five, and ten percent levels, respectively. The brackets show 95
percent confidence intervals. The full estimation results are shown in Appendix A.3.
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A clear pattern that holds true for all products is difficult to determine, but the results
suggest that, at least for the four most expensive products, commercial sellers are positively
associated with free shipping. The linear probability regressions suggests that commercial
sellers in these product categories have a 27 to 72 percentage point higher probability of
setting a zero fee. At the same time, more experienced sellers, as measured by the eBay seller
score, seem to be less likely to offer free shipping, but the effect is economically small at 0.1
percentage points or below. For five of the products, listings that offer PayPal as a payment
method are more likely to also offer free shipping. Only for the “Duos” smartphone is the
correlation reversed. For other covariates, no clear patterns across all products can be seen.
A different perspective is to analyze shipping fees for listings with a positive shipping fee.
Table 4 shows the main coefficients from such a regression. A striking result is that listings
that have an inventory and sell multiple units of a product tend to charge higher shipping
fees on average. For “Spiderman,” “FIFA 19,” and “Duos,” this conditional correlation is the
largest, suggesting more than one euro more in shipping fees for listings with an inventory.
If consumers value buying from listings with an inventory (e.g. because they seem more
professional and trustworthy), this positive correlation might result in an upward bias of the
shipping fee coefficient estimate (θ̃) if an indicator for listings with an inventory is omitted.
This bias in turn would directly translate into an upward bias of θ, suggesting a larger
ignorance of shipping fees than there might be in reality.
Table 4: Covariates of the shipping fee

Dependent variable
Multiple units

No. individual-choice pairs
R2

Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

Shipping fee

Shipping fee

Shipping fee

Shipping fee

Shipping fee

Shipping fee

0.056

0.296

1.045**

1.264***

0.429**

1.377***

[-0.794, 0.906]

[-0.171, 0.763]

[0.024, 2.066]

[0.709, 1.819]

[0.033, 0.825]

[0.436, 2.318]

981

3151

10278

29826

54506

9195

0.632

0.387

0.337

0.407

0.524

0.823

Notes: Includes only listings with a positive shipping fee. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the one, five, and
ten percent levels, respectively. The brackets show 95 percent confidence intervals. The full estimation results are shown in
Appendix A.4.
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6

Discrete Choice Estimation Results

This section discusses the selected covariates and provides the parameter estimates from
estimation of the base model specified in Equation (2.6) as well as its extensions. For clarity
of exposition, I show only the estimates for the main coefficients of interest θ and γf in
Table 5. The full estimation results are shown in Appendices A.7 to A.10.

6.1

Selected Covariates

A major issue in online marketplaces is the asymmetric information between sellers and
buyers. Trust issues concern, for example, the condition of the product and the speed of
processing. Thus, building trust is an important task for online platforms (Tadelis, 2016).
To capture the effect of trustworthiness of a seller, I include the eBay seller score, which
is the number of positive reviews minus the number of negative reviews that a seller has
received. I do not include the share of positive reviews because this share is mostly either
zero (if a seller does not have sufficiently many reviews) or very high and does not vary
much. Including the share of positive reviews does not impact the results. Furthermore, one
can expect that commercial sellers are viewed as more trustworthy on average. Therefore,
I include an indicator variable for commercial sellers. Including this commercial seller fixed
effect is also important, as Table 3 shows that commercial sellers seem to offer free shipping
more frequently.
Table 3 further suggests that listings that accept PayPal as a payment method are also
more likely to offer free shipping. I therefore also include an indicator variable for listings
that accept PayPal. Further, as Table 4 indicates, including a fixed effect for listings with
an inventory is important. Otherwise, the positive correlation of having an inventory and
charging a higher shipping fee will result in an upward-biased estimate of the shipping fee
coefficient if consumers value buying from inventory listings.
Finally, I include product-specific characteristics where necessary. Specifically, for “Azul,”
I include a fixed effect if the listing sells the second edition. For “Pokemon,” two versions of
the game exist: the “Pikachu” and the “Eevee” edition. I include an indicator for the “Eevee”
edition, leaving the other as the reference category. Additionally, I include an indicator for
bundles that include a “Pokeball” controller that can be used with the game. For “Duos,” I
include fixed effects for different phone colors.
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6.2

Parameter Estimates

Table 5 shows the estimation results from the base model and its two extensions, as discussed
in Section 2, for all six products. I also include the results of a simple logit specification
without unobserved heterogeneity in β. The results of the base model suggest under-reaction
to the shipping fee to varying degrees across all products. For example, consumers buying
the “Exit” board game behave as if they ignore 85 percent of the shipping fee. The results
also suggest a positive effect of free shipping on demand for four of the products. Only for
“Azul” and “FIFA 19” is the free shipping parameter not statistically significantly different
from zero.
The data do not allow to make clear statements about the sources of the differences in the
estimates of θ for the three products. One explanation could be that the consumers buying
the different products are inherently different with regard to their attention to shipping fees.
Drivers of such differences could be, for example, that consumers buying the video games
have lower incomes or are more tech-savvy and used to buying products online. Lower
income might result in more attention to the price components in general while experience in
online shopping might increase attention to common online practices like partitioned pricing.
However, without additional data on consumers, these statements are only speculative.
In the lower panels of Table 5, I report the parameter estimates for the two extensions as
well as a simple logit model without unobserved heterogeneity in βi . These results show that
not all of the parameter estimates are robust to all of the extensions. The estimates appear
to be robust for “Exit”. The parameter estimates for “Duos” are robust in all specifications
except for the control function estimation, where something seems to be very off. With a
Pseudo-R2 of only four percent, the “Duos” results in the random consideration model do
not seem particularly reliable (see Appendix A.8).
The estimates of θ vary in the extensions of the model for the other products. The
estimates of γf are, however quite robust for all products except for “Azul” and “FIFA 19”,
for which the estimates are not statistically different from zero in the base model already.
For the other products, free shipping seems to have a robustly positive impact on demand,
although the level varies.
While in particular the variation in θ is concerning, I would not put too much emphasis on
it. One characteristic of these data is that there is a lot of noise and rather little variation in
the shipping fee. This small variation means that separately identifying θ and γf empirically
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is demanding for the data. Therefore, putting more structure in terms of a less flexible model
on the data helps in pinning down these point estimates. It therefore seems as if the additional
flexibility of the model induced by the extensions results in increasingly noisy point estimates
which prevents me from precisely estimating θ. In particular in the control function results,
the resulting confidence intervals are much larger than in the base model.
Furthermore, I do not believe that the two concerns addressed in the two extensions are
cause for concern in this setting. Because the products in this setting are actually homogeneous, the differentiation between choices comes entirely from listing and seller characteristics.
I include fixed effects for commercial sellers as well as the seller score to account for observable differences in seller quality. It could still be that sellers or listings differ in unobserved
characteristics, e.g. because some listings are more nicely designed. If nicer listings charged
higher prices, then this would result in an underestimation of β. However, this correlation
of unobserved characteristics and prices would have to occur conditional on the included
observable seller characteristics. At least from own and anecdotal experience, it seems as
if consumers base their decisions a lot more on these more salient, easily observable seller
characteristics on eBay.
The problem of not observing consumers true consideration sets is arguably a bigger one.
The crucial issue for the estimation of θ and γf is whether the probability of consideration
is correlated with the total price and the shipping fee. In other words, because part of
the consideration process enters the estimation error , it needs to be independent of the
total price and the shipping fee. At least in preliminary regressions, I do not find correlations
between the rank or the search page that my web scraper sees and a listing’s price or shipping
fee. If the rank is indeed not correlated with the shipping fee and prices, then the unobserved
consideration set heterogeneity will increase the noise of the estimates but should not cause
any bias.
Nevertheless, for full transparency, I report the results of the extension exercises here.
For the welfare calculations in Section 7, I make use of the results of the base model. When
interpreting the results, keep in mind that some of them are not robust to all extensions of
the base model.
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Table 5: Estimates of θ and γf for the base model and its extensions.
Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

Base Model
Inattention (θ)

Free shipping effect (γf )

0.853***

0.244

0.116**

0.363***

0.363***

0.667***

[0.384, 1.323]

[-0.363, 0.852]

[0.001, 0.231]

[0.167, 0.560]

[0.167, 0.558]

[0.207, 1.127]

4.500***

0.075

1.589***

-0.201

2.441***

6.718***

[2.278, 6.721]

[-2.311, 2.462]

[1.341, 1.838]

[-0.885, 0.483]

[1.647, 3.234]

[3.951, 9.485]

Random Consideration
Inattention (θ)

Free shipping effect (γf )

1.071***

-0.005

-0.029

-0.371***

0.080

0.818***

[0.370, 1.773]

[-0.589, 0.579]

[-0.310, 0.253]

[-0.535, -0.207]

[-0.123, 0.284]

[0.290, 1.347]

5.101***

-1.208

1.205**

-1.505***

1.691***

8.168***

[2.250, 7.952]

[-3.513, 1.096]

[0.104, 2.306]

[-1.919, -1.092]

[0.907, 2.476]

[4.802, 11.534]

Control Function
Inattention (θ)

Free shipping effect (γf )

0.764**

0.106

0.885***

1.149

0.595

-17.541*

[0.360, 1.158]

[-0.000, 0.931]

[0.499, 1.272]

[-1.322, 3.620]

[-3.571, 4.762]

[-50.575, 15.494]

1.632*

-2.121

6.580***

3.328

7.014*

-256.423**

[-0.274, 3.808]

[-5.187, 6.129]

[4.137, 9.023]

[-6.188, 12.844]

[-5.080, 19.107]

[-419.114, -93.732]

0.933**

1.228***

0.057

-0.126

0.035

0.815***

[0.149, 1.716]

[0.401, 2.055]

[-0.225, 0.340]

[-0.510, 0.258]

[-0.536, 0.606]

[0.264, 1.367]

4.669***

3.097*

1.735***

-3.209***

1.637

8.154***

[1.646, 7.693]

[-0.517, 6.711]

[0.640, 2.829]

[-4.494, -1.924]

[-0.790, 4.065]

[4.962, 11.347]

Simple Logit
Inattention (θ)

Free shipping effect (γf )

No. individual-choice pairs

2415

10049

36695

85579

135798

49679

No. individuals

59

114

963

1846

1379

744

No. unique choices

220

440

379

783

1164

617

Notes: ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the one, five, and ten percent levels, respectively. The brackets show 95 percent
γ˜

confidence intervals. θ is calculated as θ = − β̃θ̃ . γf is calculated as γf = − β̃f . Standard errors for θ and γf are calculated using the
Delta method in all models, except in the control function approach. Standard errors in the control function approach are based on
bootstrapping.

7

Consumer Welfare Implications

In this section, I use the estimates presented in Section 6 to assess the impact of partitioned
pricing on consumer welfare. Specifically, I use the results of the base model shown in Table 5.
To do so, first, I fix ideas on how to define consumer welfare in this context.
I follow the approach proposed by Bernheim and Rangel (2009) and described in Bernheim
and Taubinsky (2018). I differentiate between the naturally occurring domain and the welfarerelevant domain. The welfare-relevant domain is that in which consumers make decisions
based on fully rational welfare maximization. In contrast, the naturally occurring domain is
the domain in which consumers make decisions as they do in the real world, including potential
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mistakes. In my setting, I assume that behavior according to the estimated (perceived)
indirect utility function is how consumer behave in the naturally occurring domain. Instead,
I assume that the welfare-relevant domain is that in which consumers do not care about
price partitioning but only consider the total price, i.e. θ = δf = 0. Therefore, I argue that
consumers do not receive any true utility from how the total price is divided into shipping
fee and product price. I assume that all other parameters are the same in both domains. For
the welfare calculations, I assume that consumers choose according to what I call perceived
utility while the consumer surplus they experience is based on what I call the welfare-relevant
utility. Another way to describe these assumptions is that I assume that consumers would
optimize perfectly if there was no partitioned pricing.8
While, ideally, the researcher would want to analyze choices in both domains, often, only
choices under the naturally occurring domain are observable, as is also the case in my setting.
Therefore, I use the structural estimates of my demand estimation to assess counterfactual
choices in the welfare-relevant domain.

7.1

Estimated Expected Loss in Consumer Welfare

Note that because of this discrepancy between what I call the perceived utility, which is
relevant for consumers’ choices, and the welfare-relevant utility, which is relevant for consumer
surplus, the formulas typically used to calculate consumer surplus slightly change. For cases
in which the welfare-relevant and perceived utility are the same, Small and Rosen (1981) show
that the expected consumer surplus takes on an analytical form in the logit case, known as
the log-sum:


1
1 X Wj 
E(CS) = E(maxj Wj + j ) = ln
e
,
β
β

(7.1)

j

where β is the estimated income coefficient, Wj is the deterministic part of the indirect utility,
and j is extreme value type I distributed.9
However, if the welfare-relevant and perceived utilities are not equal, then the proof in
Small and Rosen (1981) no longer holds. The reason is that the choice probability now
depend on the perceived utility while the consumer surplus from each choice depends on the
8

This assumption is closely related to that of Taubinsky and Rees-Jones (2018), who assume that the
welfare-relevant domain is that without taxes.
9
For this exposition, I abstract from the unobserved heterogeneity in β. However, the results include
the estimated heterogeneity. The formulas discussed in this section are readily extended to the mixed logit
by integrating over the distribution of β. For the implementation, this integration requires simulating the
expected consumer surplus.
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welfare-relevant utility. Train (2015) shows that, in cases like these, a term can be added to
account for this discrepancy. I outline his approach here.
Let Uij be the welfare-relevant utility that a consumer i receives from product j and Ûij
be the perceived utility. Define the difference between the two as dij = Uij − Ûij . Let ij∗
be the alternative that the consumer chooses based on Ûij . Let ik∗ denote the alternative
that the consumer would have chosen based on Uij . Note that if ij∗ = ik∗, then consumer i
incurs no loss in consumer surplus from deciding based on the perceived utility. Further note
that using the log-sum in equation (7.1), I could calculate both E(Uik∗ ), i.e. the expected
welfare-relevant utility if choosing based on Uij , as well as E(Ûij∗ ), i.e. the expected perceived
utility if choosing based on Ûij .
The problem is that I am interested in the expected true utility that consumer i obtains
ˆ i=
if choosing based on the perceived utility. Denote this value as CS

1
β E(Uij∗ ).

Using the

definition of dij , I rewrite this expression as
h
i
ˆ i ) = 1 E(Ûij∗ + dij∗ ) = 1 E(Ûij∗ ) + E(dij∗ ) .
E(CS
β
β

(7.2)

First, consider E(Ûij∗ ). This term is the expected perceived utility if choosing based on
perceived utilities. As noted above, this expression can be evaluated with the regular logsum expression in Equation (7.1) and using the perceived utility function because the same
utility function applies for the choice probabilities as well as the consumer surplus calculation.

P
Ŵij , where Ŵ denotes the deterministic part
Therefore, I know that E(Ûij∗ ) = ln
e
ij
ij
of the perceived indirect utility.
Next consider E(dij∗ ). This expression denotes the expected difference between actual and
perceived utility if consumer i chooses according to their perceived utility. This expectation
can simply be evaluated as a weighted average of this utility discrepancy for each product,
weighted by the product’s choice probability based on the perceived utility. Therefore, I can
P
write E(dij∗ ) =
j Pij dij , where Pij is the choice probability of product j based on the
perceived indirect utility. dij is simply Uij − Ûij which can be calculated, given the data and
parameters.
Thus, the expected consumer surplus I am interested in can be calculated as

ˆ i) =
E(CS



1 
ln
β


X

eŴij  +

j∈Si
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X
j∈Si

Pij dij  .

(7.3)

As stated above, I assume that the actual indirect utility differs from the perceived indirect
utility described in Equation (2.6) only because θ = 0 → θ̃ = 0 and δf = 0 → δ˜f = 0.
Therefore, dij is given as
dij = Uij − Ûij = −δ̃f fij − θ̃cij .

(7.4)

Let E(CSi ) be the expected consumer surplus had consumer i chosen based on the welfarerelevant utility Uij . Then I denote the loss in expected consumer surplus due to not using the
ˆ i ) − E(CSi ). Note that this is
welfare-relevant utility for decision-making as ∆CSi = E(CS
the expected loss in consumer surplus for any consumer who faces the same choice situation
as consumer i. I then calculate the mean of this statistic for all observations in my sample
to obtain the mean expected loss in consumer surplus.
Table 6: Mean expected loss in consumer surplus per transaction due to partitioned pricing

Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

1
N

P

-0.5918

-0.0198

-0.0314

-0.039

-0.0759

-0.1279

1
N

P

0.0567

0.0007

0.0012

0.0058

0.0025

0.001

i ∆CSi
i (∆CSi /E(CSi ))

ˆ i )−E(CSi ) is the loss in consumer surplus of consumer i due to not
Notes: ∆CSi = E(CS
using the welfare-relevant utility for decision-making. ∆CSi /E(CSi ) is that loss relative
to the level of consumer surplus under rational decision-making. Numbers shown here are
means over all consumers i ∈ 1, ..., N .
In Table 6, I show the mean expected loss per purchase that the consumers in the sample
incurred due to not choosing according to their welfare-relevant utility. The expected loss
ranges from two to 59 cents per purchase across the different products. As a percentage of
the consumer surplus under fully rational decisions, this amounts to relative losses of less
than one percent to up to six percent. The absolute values of these figures can be interpreted
as the consumer welfare that the average consumer in the sample would gain if eBay were to
implement measures to ensure that consumers react identically to shipping fees and product
prices. Such measures could include, for example, automatically displaying the total price
already in the search results or removing the option for sellers to set a separate shipping fee.
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7.2

Welfare by Shipping Fee Level

The calculated welfare impact of θ is reduced by two factors. First, eBay caps the shipping
fee at 9.50 euro. Therefore, even if sellers wanted to exploit consumers more, there is a cap.
Table 7 shows the mean expected welfare loss for a counterfactual in which sellers that set
a positive shipping fee were to shift the entire price into the shipping fee. In this stylized
counterfactual, the expected welfare loss becomes substantial for some of the products with
relative losses of up to 41 percent of the consumer surplus under rational decision making.
Table 7: Mean expected loss in consumer surplus with high shipping fees

Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

1
N

P

-1.3042

-2.2859

-0.2422

-3.3796

-4.3753

-15.1478

1
N

P

0.1188

0.0891

0.0093

0.4089

0.1438

0.1398

i ∆CSi
i (∆CSi /E(CSi ))

Notes: Consumer welfare losses shown are losses incurred due to partitioned pricing in a
scenario in which sellers that do not offer free shipping set their shipping fee to the total
ˆ i ) − E(CSi ) is the loss in consumer
price and the product price to zero. ∆CSi = E(CS
surplus of consumer i due to not using the welfare-relevant utility for decision-making.
∆CSi /E(CSi ) is that loss relative to the level of consumer surplus under rational decisionmaking. Numbers shown here are means over all consumers i ∈ 1, ..., N .
Such a scenario is, however, not possible as eBay caps the level of the shipping fee exogenously. Further, in the data, not many sellers actually set the shipping fee at the cap but
rather at intermediate levels.
A second explanation is that demand seems to react discontinuously positively to an offer
of free shipping for all products except “FIFA 19.” This effect tends to reduce the impact
that limited consideration of the shipping fee might have on consumer choices. One way to
illustrate this idea is to calculate the mean expected welfare loss for different counterfactual
scenarios in which those sellers that set a positive shipping fee in the data set it at an
exogenously given cap. I let those sellers that set free shipping originally continue to have
free shipping. The total prices remain unchanged. Table 8 shows the results of such an
exercise.
As Table 8 illustrates, the welfare impact of the biases is not linear in the shipping fee.
Rather, it seems that there is an optimal level of the shipping fee for each product at which
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the mean expected loss in consumer surplus from deviating from the welfare-relevant utility
is closest to zero. At these values, the choices made with the perceived utility are closest to
those in the fully rational scenario on average.
Table 8: Mean expected loss in consumer surplus at different shipping fee values

Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

Shipping fee = 1

-0.9843

-0.0012

-0.0416

-0.0065

-0.1354

-0.3365

Shipping fee = 2

-0.5959

-0.0069

-0.0358

-0.0178

-0.0967

-0.271

Shipping fee = 3

-0.2674

-0.0174

-0.0304

-0.0346

-0.0628

-0.2114

Shipping fee = 4

-0.0706

-0.0325

-0.0254

-0.0571

-0.035

-0.1582

Shipping fee = 5

-0.0026

-0.0521

-0.0207

-0.0852

-0.0146

-0.112

Shipping fee = 6

-0.0137

-0.0757

-0.0165

-0.119

-0.0027

-0.0732

Shipping fee = 7

-0.0604

-0.1031

-0.0127

-0.1584

-0.0004

-0.0422

Shipping fee = 8

-0.1254

-0.1338

-0.0093

-0.2034

-0.0086

-0.0195

Shipping fee = 9

-0.2074

-0.1674

-0.0065

-0.2538

-0.0281

-0.0053

Shipping fee = 10

-0.304

-0.2034

-0.0041

-0.3097

-0.0595

-0.0000

Notes: Consumer welfare losses shown are losses incurred due to partitioned pricing
in scenarios in which sellers that do not offer free shipping set their shipping fee at
an exogenously given cap while keeping the total price constant. If the total price is
smaller than the cap, the entire price is shifted to the shipping fee. The values shown
are the means of ∆CSi , i.e. the mean absolute loss in consumer surplus due to not
using the welfare-relevant utility for decision-making.
These minimum-loss shipping fee levels depend on the proportion of the shipping fee
coefficient γf and the inattention parameter θ. Intuitively, given that γf > 0, if a seller
decides to move from a shipping fee of zero to a shipping fee of one cent while keeping the
total price constant, they would incur a discontinuously large drop in demand. However, given
that θ ∈ (0, 1), the seller could now increase the shipping fee, while decreasing the product
price by the same amount, keeping the total price constant. This would then increase demand
again. If the seller increases the shipping fee far enough, they can offset the loss of the free
shipping premium. This level of the shipping fee, at which the average consumers are, ceteris
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paribus, indifferent between a listing with free shipping and a listing with the given shipping
fee, can be calculated as

γf
θ .

Table 9 shows this indifference shipping fee for the different

products.
Table 9: Indifference shipping fee levels

Indifference shipping fee

Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

5.2738

0.3089

13.7109

-0.5538

6.7322

10.0749

Notes: Shipping fee levels at which consumers were indifferent between a listing with free
shipping and a listing with this shipping fee, all else equal.
The indifference shipping fee corresponds to the minima of the mean expected losses
shown in Table 8. “FIFA 19” is an exception as the estimates suggest a negative effect of
free shipping for this product category. Therefore, the indifference shipping fee is negative.
The mean expected loss is lowest at these values of the shipping fee because the two sources
of bias γf and θ cancel each other out and, thus, consumers ignore the partitioned pricing in
their decision-making in expectation.

8

Conclusion

Prior research shows that consumers participating in auctions seem to pay limited attention
to add-on fees (Morwitz et al., 1998; Hossain and Morgan, 2006; Brown et al., 2010). A similar
effect is found for the reaction to non-salient taxes (Chetty et al., 2009; Taubinsky and ReesJones, 2018). However, the consumer welfare consequences of such behavioral reactions to
partitioned pricing have been largely unexplored.
My paper provides a quantification of the welfare calculations of partitioned pricing in the
context of posted price transactions online. More specifically, I consider the example of the
splitting of prices for goods on eBay into a product price and a shipping fee. For the analysis,
I also include a discontinuous effect of free shipping in addition to an over- or under-reaction
to marginal changes in the shipping fee. Such a discontinuity is consistent with the results
of Shampanier et al. (2007), who show that a price of zero has a discontinuously positive
demand effect. Including this discontinuity is important to make correct assessments of the
impact that limited attention has on consumer welfare in situations where consumers can
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choose from listings with free shipping as well as listings with different levels of shipping fees.
To conduct my analysis, I web scrape publicly available transactions data for different
products from eBay Germany. To obtain a measure for consumer surplus, I derive an empirical
discrete choice model based on a theoretical framework suggested by DellaVigna (2009).
Using the estimates of the discrete choice model, I apply the framework of Bernheim and
Rangel (2009) and a method described in Train (2015) to calculate the impact such behavioral
patterns have on consumer welfare.
My main results suggest that, for most products, consumers indeed behave as if they
ignore part of the shipping fee. Specifically, consumers behave as if the ignore 12 to 85
percent of the shipping fee, on average, depending on the product analyzed. However, my
results also suggest that consumer demand tends to react discontinuously positively to the
offer of free shipping. This is a result that past research could not capture because they did
not analyze listings with free shipping (Hossain and Morgan, 2006; Brown et al., 2010) or did
not have sufficient variation in the add-on fee (Morwitz et al., 1998).
The behavioral patterns identified in the data suggest average losses in consumer surplus
below six percent of the absolute level of consumer surplus under rational decision making.
Two main factors attenuate the welfare impact: First, the size of the shipping fee is capped
at 9.50 euro by eBay. Welfare calculations show that if sellers were to charge higher shipping
fees, the welfare loss could be higher. This cap puts a bound on how much sellers can exploit
potential biases of consumers. Second, the positive demand effect of free shipping partly
counteracts the under-reaction to shipping fees in expectation.
When considering the policy implications of the results, one needs to keep in mind that
the analysis is conducted entirely from the perspective of consumers. For an evaluation of
whether a policy to regular partitioned pricing might be necessary, total welfare needs to
be considered. The losses in consumer welfare estimated here would then be the potential
benefit from such a regulation. This benefit needs to be compared to the costs of such a
policy which would likely lie with the platform and/or the sellers.
A caveat of my paper is that all interpretations and welfare statements in my paper are
conditional on actually purchasing on eBay. This implies that my welfare calculations do
not include a potential expansion or contraction of the eBay market size due to changes in
the transparency of the shipping fees. By analyzing different products in different product
categories and price ranges, I am able to increase the scope of external validity compared to
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the previous literature. However, in order to make well-founded statements about the general
population, further research is needed.
Another interesting question that these results on consumer reaction to partitioned pricing
raise is whether or not sellers are aware of this behavior and optimize accordingly. As I am
only considering a demand model, this question is outside the scope of this paper and I leave
it for future research.
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A

Appendix

A.1

Details on the Web Scraping Procedure

To ensure that I find all relevant listings for each product, I let my web scraping program
search for rather broad terms. More specifically, I search for “exit der versunkene schatz”,
“pegasus azul,” “spiderman ps4,” “fifa 19 ps4,” “pokemon lets go,” and “samsung galaxy
j5 duos.” I conduct the searches separately for active as well as finished listings. I do not
restrict the search further, meaning that I also save auctions and products that are not in
a new condition. However, I remove these from the sample afterwards. For each scraping
iteration, I first search eBay for the respective search term and save all results that I find
on the search results pages. After having saved all listings shown in the results, I load each
individual listing page to save the details for each listing. I loop through the different search
terms and infinitely repeat this without pause for the active listings. For the finished listings,
I pause several days between each loop through the searches.
On eBay Germany, the exact time and date of transactions can be observed. There are
two different ways of identifying successful transactions depending on the type of listings.
For listings that sell exactly one unit of a product, transactions can be observed by searching
only for finished listings. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of search results of finished listings on
eBay Germany. A price in green indicates that a listing was sold while a black price indicates
that a listing ended without having been purchased. For listings that have an inventory of
products and sell multiple copies, transaction can already be observed while the listing is still
active. On the page of the listing, if copies have already been sold, a link leads to a list of past
transactions including exact date and time, price, and model of the product, if applicable.
Figure 3 shows a screenshot from the page of a listing with an inventory of products. A click
on “6 verkauft” (6 sold) opens a list of past transactions such as the one shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 2: Search results for finished listings on eBay Germany. Prices in a green font indicate
that a listing was sold and prices in black indicate that it was not.
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Figure 3: An active listing with an inventory for sale. A click on “6 verkauft” (6 sold) opens
a list of past transactions.
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Figure 4: The list of past transactions for a listing on eBay Germany
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A.2

Full OLS Results for Total Price
Table 10: Estimated coefficients of a linear regression explaining total price

Dependent variable
Shipping fee
Commercial seller
Seller score (K)
Pos. reviews (%)
Multiple units
Payment: Debit Card
Payment: Bank transfer
Payment: Bill
Payment: Cash on delivery
Payment: Cash on pickup
Payment: Credit Card
Payment: Paypal
Payment: Other
Min. days of shipping
Intercept

Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

Total price

Total price

Total price

Total price

Total price

Total price

0.884***
[0.519, 1.249]
-0.293
[-0.974, 0.388]
-0.003***
[-0.004, -0.002]
0.002
[-0.003, 0.008]
0.541
[-0.177, 1.259]
0.000
[.,.]
-0.550
[-1.331, 0.231]
1.964***
[1.140, 2.788]
1.840*
[-0.005, 3.685]
0.856
[-0.286, 1.998]
0.005
[-0.507, 0.517]
0.143
[-1.209, 1.495]
0.273
[-0.377, 0.923]
-0.029
[-0.137, 0.079]
13.290***
[11.237, 15.343]

0.670
[-0.130, 1.470]
5.195***
[2.093, 8.297]
-0.010***
[-0.015, -0.005]
-0.029
[-0.078, 0.020]
1.197*
[-0.181, 2.575]
0.000
[.,.]
1.114
[-2.205, 4.433]
4.143
[-1.104, 9.390]
-6.682***
[-10.596, -2.768]
1.059
[-1.555, 3.673]
0.381
[-1.439, 2.201]
2.864
[-2.357, 8.085]
-3.018*
[-6.330, 0.294]
-0.555**
[-1.014, -0.096]
38.290***
[30.212, 46.368]
-0.565
[-2.090, 0.960]

0.988
[-0.970, 2.946]
4.570
[-0.852, 9.992]
0.010*
[-0.000, 0.020]
0.062***
[0.021, 0.103]
-0.469
[-7.982, 7.044]
0.000
[.,.]
-8.553**
[-15.529, -1.577]
-0.719
[-9.842, 8.404]
0.000
[.,.]
-0.907
[-4.224, 2.410]
1.941
[-16.120, 20.002]
-2.909
[-21.390, 15.572]
0.000
[.,.]
-0.118
[-1.069, 0.833]
38.200***
[27.378, 49.022]

3.098***
[1.138, 5.058]
10.030***
[3.529, 16.531]
0.008
[-0.012, 0.028]
0.040
[-0.076, 0.156]
-1.224
[-8.053, 5.605]
0.000
[.,.]
-2.922
[-10.801, 4.957]
3.515
[-5.068, 12.098]
-13.270**
[-23.664, -2.876]
-1.448
[-6.836, 3.940]
10.210***
[3.744, 16.676]
-14.250***
[-24.413, -4.087]
-14.170**
[-27.728, -0.612]
0.677
[-0.662, 2.016]
28.860***
[16.229, 41.491]

3.195**
[0.759, 5.631]
14.380***
[10.601, 18.159]
-0.003
[-0.011, 0.005]
0.106**
[0.005, 0.207]
-2.711
[-6.313, 0.891]
0.000
[.,.]
0.561
[-3.273, 4.395]
-3.245
[-12.002, 5.512]
0.000
[.,.]
0.229
[-3.195, 3.653]
-4.138**
[-7.989, -0.287]
4.749
[-1.331, 10.829]
-9.892**
[-17.932, -1.852]
-0.294*
[-0.602, 0.014]
23.600***
[8.959, 38.241]

-0.894
[-5.406, 3.618]
18.860***
[8.910, 28.810]
0.001
[-0.021, 0.023]
-0.492
[-3.219, 2.235]
5.372
[-10.135, 20.879]
0.000
[.,.]
-4.553
[-19.668, 10.562]
4.661
[-8.006, 17.328]
0.000
[.,.]
2.954
[-7.696, 13.604]
-38.790***
[-54.137, -23.443]
48.360***
[30.941, 65.779]
15.580*
[0.032, 31.128]
-0.420
[-1.651, 0.811]
196.000
[-68.042, 460.042]

0.000
[.,.]

0.000
[.,.]

New edition
Payment: Check
Eevee edition

2.343
[-1.620, 6.306]
34.600***
[29.498, 39.702]

Pokeball bundle
Blue

13.800**
[1.588, 26.012]
6.647**
[1.198, 12.096]

Gold
No. individual-choice pairs
R2

981
0.776

3151
0.382

10278
0.409

29826
0.267

54506
0.782

9195
0.430

Notes: Full estimations results corresponding to Table 2. I restrict the sample to listings with a positive shipping fee. ***, **, and * indicate
statistical significance at the one, five, and ten percent levels, respectively. The brackets show 95 percent confidence intervals.
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A.3

Full OLS Results for Free Shipping

Table 11: Estimated coefficients of a linear regression explaining free shipping
Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

Dependent variable

Free shipping

Free shipping

Free shipping

Free shipping

Free shipping

Free shipping

Commercial seller

-0.147
[-0.680, 0.386]
-0.000***
[-0.000, 0.000]
-0.001
[-0.003, 0.001]
-0.345***
[-0.533, -0.157]
0.000
[.,.]
0.178
[-0.175, 0.531]
0.331
[-0.073, 0.735]
0.014
[-0.418, 0.445]
-0.090
[-0.482, 0.302]
-0.101
[-0.242, 0.040]
1.180***
[0.500, 1.860]
-0.102
[-0.677, 0.473]
-0.076
[-0.470, 0.318]

0.068
[-0.175, 0.311]
-0.000
[-0.000, 0.000]
0.002
[-0.001, 0.005]
-0.157**
[-0.281, -0.033]
0.000
[.,.]
-0.045
[-0.251, 0.161]
0.094
[-0.174, 0.363]
-0.387**
[-0.720, -0.054]
-0.025
[-0.265, 0.214]
0.131***
[0.037, 0.225]
0.594***
[0.251, 0.937]
0.200
[-0.218, 0.618]
-0.088
[-0.474, 0.298]
-0.398***
[-0.574, -0.222]

0.274**
[0.035, 0.513]
-0.001***
[-0.001, -0.001]
-0.001
[-0.005, 0.003]
-0.035
[-0.181, 0.111]
0.000
[.,.]
-0.083
[-0.235, 0.069]
0.144*
[-0.004, 0.292]
0.195***
[0.050, 0.340]
0.105
[-0.038, 0.248]
-0.077
[-0.218, 0.065]
0.551***
[0.284, 0.818]
0.208***
[0.061, 0.355]
0.220
[-0.211, 0.651]

0.474***
[0.330, 0.618]
-0.001***
[-0.001, -0.001]
0.001
[-0.007, 0.009]
-0.121*
[-0.264, 0.022]
0.000
[.,.]
-0.033
[-0.204, 0.138]
-0.021
[-0.243, 0.200]
0.413***
[0.232, 0.594]
-0.191***
[-0.331, -0.051]
-0.015
[-0.135, 0.105]
0.181
[-0.037, 0.399]
0.139
[-0.114, 0.392]
0.224
[-0.580, 1.028]

0.406***
[0.282, 0.530]
-0.001***
[-0.001, -0.001]
-0.003***
[-0.005, -0.001]
0.023
[-0.089, 0.135]
0.000
[.,.]
-0.080
[-0.197, 0.037]
0.202***
[0.076, 0.328]
0.260***
[0.120, 0.400]
-0.176***
[-0.300, -0.052]
-0.008
[-0.103, 0.087]
0.353***
[0.172, 0.534]
0.252***
[0.101, 0.403]
0.331***
[0.110, 0.552]

0.717***
[0.536, 0.898]
-0.000***
[-0.000, 0.000]
-0.106***
[-0.173, -0.039]
-0.050
[-0.173, 0.074]
0.000
[.,.]
0.260***
[0.128, 0.392]
0.121**
[0.012, 0.230]
0.110*
[-0.004, 0.224]
-0.210***
[-0.324, -0.096]
0.540***
[0.287, 0.793]
-0.373**
[-0.726, -0.020]
-0.067
[-0.202, 0.069]
10.370***
[3.775, 16.965]

Seller score (K)
Pos. reviews (%)
Multiple units
Payment: Debit Card
Payment: Bank transfer
Payment: Bill
Payment: Cash on delivery
Payment: Cash on pickup
Payment: Credit Card
Payment: Paypal
Payment: Other
Intercept
New edition
Eevee edition

-0.029
[-0.125, 0.067]
-0.098**
[-0.195, -0.001]

Pokeball bundle
Blue

0.028
[-0.086, 0.141]
-0.063
[-0.180, 0.054]

Gold
No. individual-choice pairs
R2

2415
0.209

10049
0.168

36702
0.373

85579
0.263

135798
0.362

49682
0.260

Notes: Full estimations results corresponding to Table 3. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the one, five, and ten
percent levels, respectively. The brackets show 95 percent confidence intervals.
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A.4

Full OLS Results for Shipping Fee

Table 12: Regressions results of a linear regression explaining the shipping fee
Dependent variable
Commercial seller
Seller score (K)
Pos. reviews (%)
Multiple units
Payment: Debit Card
Payment: Bank transfer
Payment: Bill
Payment: Cash on delivery
Payment: Cash on pickup
Payment: Credit Card
Payment: Paypal
Payment: Other
Min. days of shipping
Intercept

Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

Shipping fee

Shipping fee

Shipping fee

Shipping fee

Shipping fee

Shipping fee

0.221
[-0.593, 1.035]
-0.003***
[-0.004, -0.002]
-0.002
[-0.007, 0.004]
0.056
[-0.794, 0.906]
0.000
[.,.]
-1.525***
[-2.292, -0.758]
-1.918***
[-2.332, -1.504]
3.648***
[2.388, 4.908]
0.662
[-0.229, 1.553]
0.024
[-0.422, 0.469]
-0.195
[-1.392, 1.002]
1.261***
[0.533, 1.989]
0.128**
[0.030, 0.226]
4.539***
[3.644, 5.434]

-0.277
[-1.504, 0.950]
-0.003***
[-0.003, -0.003]
-0.011
[-0.034, 0.011]
0.296
[-0.171, 0.763]
0.000
[.,.]
-0.419**
[-0.831, -0.007]
0.101
[-0.252, 0.454]
0.175
[-0.466, 0.816]
-0.247
[-0.753, 0.259]
0.248*
[-0.019, 0.515]
0.071
[-1.156, 1.299]
-0.517***
[-0.872, -0.162]
0.101*
[-0.016, 0.218]
5.756***
[3.638, 7.874]
-0.127
[-0.423, 0.169]

-0.024
[-1.132, 1.083]
-0.003***
[-0.004, -0.002]
-0.015***
[-0.020, -0.010]
1.045**
[0.024, 2.066]
0.000
[.,.]
-0.406
[-1.382, 0.570]
-0.137
[-2.325, 2.051]
0.000
[.,.]
-0.352
[-0.968, 0.264]
0.090
[-0.336, 0.515]
0.239
[-0.631, 1.109]
0.000
[.,.]
-0.068
[-0.208, 0.073]
4.504***
[3.428, 5.580]

-0.302
[-1.000, 0.396]
-0.003***
[-0.004, -0.002]
0.002
[-0.005, 0.010]
1.264***
[0.709, 1.819]
0.000
[.,.]
-0.240
[-0.883, 0.403]
-0.024
[-0.796, 0.748]
0.117
[-0.824, 1.058]
-0.643**
[-1.160, -0.126]
0.121
[-0.510, 0.752]
0.563
[-0.443, 1.569]
0.269
[-0.711, 1.249]
-0.025
[-0.111, 0.061]
2.714***
[1.779, 3.649]

0.420**
[0.075, 0.765]
-0.003***
[-0.004, -0.002]
-0.014
[-0.038, 0.010]
0.429**
[0.033, 0.825]
0.000
[.,.]
0.109
[-0.457, 0.675]
-2.176***
[-2.982, -1.370]
0.000
[.,.]
-0.401
[-0.879, 0.077]
-0.278
[-0.705, 0.149]
0.909***
[0.286, 1.532]
1.139**
[0.230, 2.048]
0.099***
[0.063, 0.136]
3.972***
[1.530, 6.414]

-0.125
[-0.915, 0.665]
-0.004***
[-0.005, -0.003]
-0.013
[-0.270, 0.244]
1.377***
[0.436, 2.318]
0.000
[.,.]
1.706***
[0.859, 2.553]
-1.481***
[-2.275, -0.687]
0.000
[.,.]
-0.320
[-1.010, 0.370]
-0.509
[-1.536, 0.518]
0.567
[-0.976, 2.110]
0.487
[-0.489, 1.463]
0.012
[-0.091, 0.116]
5.210
[-20.018, 30.438]

New edition
Eevee edition

-0.065
[-0.377, 0.246]
0.889***
[0.571, 1.207]

Pokeball bundle
Blue

-0.154
[-0.552, 0.244]
-0.082
[-0.429, 0.265]

Gold
No. individual-choice pairs
R2

981
0.632

3151
0.387

10278
0.337

29826
0.407

54506
0.524

9195
0.823

Notes: Full estimations results corresponding to Table 4. Includes only listings with a positive shipping fee. ***, **, and * indicate
statistical significance at the one, five, and ten percent levels, respectively. The brackets show 95 percent confidence intervals.
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A.5

Estimation Procedure for Random Consideration Sets

This section provides details about the estimation procedure for the logit estimation allowing
for random variation in consideration sets. The discussion follows Goeree (2008) closely but
adapts it to the setting of my paper.
Consider again the probability that consumer i chooses listing j specified in Equation (2.8)10 :
Pij =

X Y

πil

C∈Sj l∈C

Y

exp(W (Xi j, Θ))
.
k∈C exp(W (Xik , Θ))

(1 − πik ) P

k∈C
/

Following Goeree (2008), I specify πij as
πij (θπ ) =

exp(κij )
,
1 + exp(κij )

0 ρ. ϕ is a constant and K contains a vector of characteristics that might
where κij = ϕ + Kij
ij

be correlated with a consumers probability to consider a product.
This weighted sum in Equation (2.8) is an expectation over all possible subsets of the full
Q
Q
choice set of i that contain listing j. The term l∈C πil k∈C
/ (1 − πik ) is the probability that
a given consideration set C is realized for consumer i. For all listings in the consideration set,
the probability of being considered (πij ) is multiplied, while for all others, the probability of
not being considered is used (1 − πij ).
An analytical solution for equation (2.8) exists. However, as Goeree (2008) already notes,
to calculate Equation (2.8) analytically, for J choices, for each individual, 2(J−1) different
consideration sets would need to be considered. For ten choices, this already implies calculating consideration and choice probabilities for 512 different consideration sets for each
individual and product. Thus, to limit computational burden, I simulate consideration sets
similar to Goeree (2008).
I follow the following steps for the estimation:
1. Before starting the estimation:
(a) For each individual i and available choice j draw R draws from a uniform distribution. Denote the draw r for consumer i and choice j as uijr .
2. In the first iteration of the maximization algorithm:
10

For the exposition, I abstract from the additional unobserved heterogeneity across consumers induced by
the heterogeneity in βi . In the actual estimation, I include this heterogeneity, which effectively requires an
additional simulation layer.
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0 given initial parameter values for
(a) First, calculate the consideration probability πij

each consumer and choice.
(b) Next, for each draw r, define an indicator for consideration of a choice j by consumer i by
b0ijr =



1,

0 >u
if πij
ijr


0,

otherwise

.

This binary variable fixes the simulated consideration set. Denote this consideration set as Cir . Calculate the probability of this consideration set given the
Q
Q
0
initial parameter values as Π0ir = l∈Cir πil0 k∈C
/ ir (1 − πik ). The consideration set
remains fixed for the next iterations to reduce variance.
3. In each step s of the maximization algorithm:
s for
(a) Given the set of parameters, first calculate the consideration probability πij

each consumer and choice.
(b) Then, given the consideration sets determined in the initial step, I calculate the
simulated choice probability for consumer i, listing j, draw r, and iteration s as
Pijrs =

Y
l∈Cir

The weight

1
Π0ir

πils

Y

exp(W (Xi j, Θs ))
1
0 .
exp(W
(X
,
Θ
))
Π
s
ik
k∈Cij
ir

s P
)
(1 − πik

k∈C
/ ir

accounts for the fact that I fixed the consideration set based on

the distribution of consideration sets based on the initial parameter values.
(c) For each individual i and listing j in estimation step s, the simulated choice probability is then
P̂ijs =

45

1 X
Pijrs .
R r

A.6

Estimation Procedure for the Control Function Approach

I outline the procedure to estimate the base model with a control function more formally
here. I follow the description in Petrin and Train (2010) closely. Assume that the total price
tpij can be explained by some function
tpij = T (xij , cij , fij , zij ) + µij .
xij is the same vector of non-financial characteristics that enters the indirect utility. cij are
the shipping fees, fij is the free shipping indicator, and zij is a vector of instrumental variables
that are excluded from the linear utility function. Finally, µij is a vector of factors that are
unobserved to the researcher.
Further assume that the error term ij of the indirect utility and µij are independent
of xij , cij , fij , and zij . However, the two error terms are not independent of each other.
Because of the correlation between ij and µij , the total price tpij is endogenous in the utility
specification. The idea of the control function approach is to control for the part of ij that
depends on µij .
Petrin and Train (2010) suggest to decompose ij into a mean conditional on µij and the
remaining deviation around this conditional mean: ij = E(ij |µij ) + ˜ij . By construction,
˜ij is independent of µij . E(ij |µij ) ≡ CF (µij ; λ) is the so-called control function.
To implement the approach, estimates for µij are needed as well as a functional form for
CF (µij ; λ). To estimate µij , I estimate
0
tpij = Zij
η + µij
0 η̂ as an estimate for
using ordinary least squares regression. I then calculate µ̂ij = tpij − Zij

µij . Zij is a vector containing xij , cij , fij , as well as zij . zij contains day-of-the-week fixed
effects and the size of the choice set. The idea for these instruments is that they capture
variation in competition which results in changes in sellers’ ability to charge higher prices.
To obtain an expression for the control function, I assume that CF (µij ; λ) = λ1 µij +λ2 µ2ij .
Therefore, the control function is a quadratic function of the residuals of the first stage. This
functional forms allows to account for µij flexibly while keeping the model parsimonious and
avoiding the need for additional simulation.
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A.7

Full Estimation Results of Mixed Logit

Table 13: Parameter estimates: Mixed logit
Inattention (θ)
Free shipping effect (γf )
Total price (β̃)
Shipping fee (θ̃)
Free shipping (γ̃f )
Commercial seller
Seller score (K)
Payment: Paypal
Multiple units
Std: Total price (σβ )

Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

0.853***
[0.384, 1.323]
4.500***
[2.278, 6.721]
-0.938***
[-1.289, -0.586]
0.800***
[0.443, 1.157]
4.219***
[2.952, 5.486]
-0.883
[-2.180, 0.415]
0.003***
[0.002, 0.005]
-1.583***
[-2.800, -0.367]
0.811*
[-0.118, 1.740]
0.181
[-1.990, 2.352]

0.244
[-0.363, 0.852]
0.075
[-2.311, 2.462]
-0.802***
[-0.985, -0.619]
0.196
[-0.269, 0.660]
0.060
[-1.849, 1.970]
1.606***
[0.596, 2.615]
0.002***
[0.001, 0.003]
0.928
[-2.764, 4.619]
1.468***
[0.358, 2.578]
0.338***
[-0.220, 0.895]
0.564
[-0.349, 1.477]

0.116**
[0.001, 0.231]
1.589***
[1.341, 1.838]
-0.750***
[-0.812, -0.688]
0.087*
[-0.001, 0.175]
1.192***
[0.989, 1.394]
0.951***
[0.720, 1.182]
0.000
[-0.001, 0.001]
1.941***
[1.114, 2.767]
2.199***
[1.948, 2.449]
0.272***
[0.115, 0.429]

0.363***
[0.167, 0.560]
-0.201
[-0.885, 0.483]
-0.264***
[-0.278, -0.249]
0.096***
[0.044, 0.148]
-0.053
[-0.233, 0.127]
0.351***
[0.164, 0.537]
0.001***
[0.001, 0.001]
2.082***
[1.511, 2.652]
2.132***
[1.941, 2.323]
0.095***
[-0.035, 0.224]

0.363***
[0.167, 0.558]
2.441***
[1.647, 3.234]
-0.484***
[-0.510, -0.459]
0.176***
[0.081, 0.271]
1.182***
[0.799, 1.566]
1.313***
[1.093, 1.533]
0.001***
[0.000, 0.001]
0.414***
[0.153, 0.675]
1.275***
[1.123, 1.427]
0.147***
[0.047, 0.248]

0.667***
[0.207, 1.127]
6.718***
[3.951, 9.485]
-0.228***
[-0.246, -0.210]
0.152***
[0.047, 0.257]
1.533***
[0.902, 2.164]
3.038***
[1.558, 4.519]
-0.001***
[-0.002, -0.001]
2.719***
[1.330, 4.108]
0.969***
[0.639, 1.299]
0.083***
[-0.119, 0.285]

New edition
Pokeball bundle

9.390***
[8.850, 9.931]
-0.181***
[-0.298, -0.064]

Eevee edition
Gold

-0.412**
[-0.739, -0.085]
-0.769***
[-1.148, -0.389]

Blue
No. individual-choice pairs
No. individuals
No. unique choices
McFadden’s R2

2415
59
220
0.33

10049
114
440
0.34

36695
963
379
0.48

85579
1846
783
0.38

135798
1379
1164
0.45

49679
744
617
0.42

Notes: The indirect utility function follows Equation (2.6). ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the one, five, and ten
percent levels, respectively. The brackets show 95 percent confidence intervals. I use 100 antithetic draws per individual to simulate
the choice probabilities.
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A.8

Full Estimation Results of Random Consideration
Model
Table 14: Parameter estimates: Mixed logit with random consideration

Inattention (θ)
Free shipping effect (γf )
Total price (β̃)
Shipping fee (θ̃)
Free shipping (γ̃f )
Commercial seller
Seller score (K)
Payment: Paypal
Multiple units
Std: Total price (σβ )
π: Rank on results page
π: No. choices
π: Results page
π: Constant

Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

1.071***
[0.370, 1.773]
5.101***
[2.250, 7.952]
-1.001***
[-1.378, -0.623]
1.072***
[0.338, 1.807]
5.105***
[2.431, 7.778]
0.168
[-9.665, 10.000]
0.004***
[0.002, 0.006]
-3.565
[-15.754, 8.623]
0.762
[-0.268, 1.792]
0.001
[-29.420, 29.421]
-0.003
[-0.011, 0.004]
-0.002
[-0.007, 0.003]
-0.166
[-0.491, 0.160]
0.325
[-0.131, 0.782]

-0.005
[-0.589, 0.579]
-1.208
[-3.513, 1.096]
-1.590***
[-2.128, -1.052]
-0.008
[-0.939, 0.922]
-1.921
[-5.997, 2.155]
4.464**
[0.889, 8.039]
0.002
[-0.001, 0.004]
1.773***
[1.002, 2.543]
2.346*
[-0.111, 4.803]
0.571***
[0.231, 0.911]
-0.000
[-0.000, 0.000]
0.000
[-0.000, 0.000]
-0.000
[-0.000, 0.000]
0.000
[-0.000, 0.001]
1.830***
[0.506, 3.153]

-0.029
[-0.310, 0.253]
1.205**
[0.104, 2.306]
-1.209***
[-1.463, -0.955]
-0.035
[-0.377, 0.308]
1.456**
[0.188, 2.725]
2.281***
[1.277, 3.284]
-0.002
[-0.004, 0.000]
2.500***
[1.105, 3.895]
3.424***
[2.402, 4.446]
0.270***
[-0.232, 0.771]
-0.000
[-0.000, 0.000]
-0.000
[-0.000, 0.000]
-0.001
[-0.004, 0.003]
0.004
[-0.015, 0.023]

-0.371***
[-0.535, -0.207]
-1.505***
[-1.919, -1.092]
-0.514***
[-0.557, -0.472]
-0.191***
[-0.271, -0.110]
-0.774***
[-0.970, -0.579]
0.724***
[0.427, 1.022]
0.001***
[0.001, 0.001]
2.800***
[2.024, 3.577]
2.559***
[2.292, 2.826]
0.176***
[0.017, 0.334]
-0.001**
[-0.002, -0.000]
-0.001
[-0.002, 0.000]
-0.014**
[-0.026, -0.002]
0.115***
[0.035, 0.194]

0.080
[-0.123, 0.284]
1.691***
[0.907, 2.476]
-0.554***
[-0.585, -0.524]
0.045
[-0.068, 0.158]
0.938***
[0.503, 1.372]
1.453***
[1.183, 1.723]
0.000
[-0.000, 0.001]
0.483***
[0.176, 0.790]
1.423***
[1.225, 1.621]
0.119***
[-0.016, 0.253]
-0.001***
[-0.002, -0.000]
-0.000
[-0.001, 0.001]
-0.014***
[-0.024, -0.005]
0.085**
[0.011, 0.158]

0.818***
[0.290, 1.347]
8.168***
[4.802, 11.534]
-0.176***
[-0.248, -0.104]
0.144***
[0.072, 0.216]
1.437***
[1.365, 1.509]
1.396***
[1.324, 1.468]
-0.001
[-0.123, 0.120]
1.394***
[1.322, 1.466]
1.112***
[1.040, 1.184]
1.000
[0.928, 1.072]
-0.000
[-0.072, 0.072]
-0.000
[-0.072, 0.072]
-0.000
[-0.072, 0.072]
-0.000
[-0.072, 0.072]

New edition
Pokeball bundle

13.376***
[12.516, 14.236]
-0.234***
[-0.381, -0.088]

Eevee edition
Gold

-0.346***
[-0.418, -0.274]
-0.531***
[-0.603, -0.459]

Blue
No. individual-choice pairs
No. individuals
No. unique choices
McFadden’s R2

2415
59
220
0.42

10049
114
440
0.49

36695
963
379
0.63

85579
1846
783
0.46

135798
1379
1164
0.52

49679
744
617
0.04

Notes: ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the one, five, and ten percent levels, respectively. The brackets show 95 percent
confidence intervals. Details of the estimation procedure are outlined in Appendix A.5.
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A.9

Full Estimation Results of Control Function Approach

Table 15: Parameter estimates: Mixed logit with control function
Inattention (θ)
Free shipping effect (γf )
Total price (β̃)
Shipping fee (θ̃)
Free shipping (γ̃f )
Commercial seller
Seller score (K)
Payment: Paypal
Multiple units
Control Function: λ1
Control Function: λ2
Std.: Total price (σβ )

Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

0.764**
[0.360, 1.158]
1.632*
[-0.274, 3.808]
-8.726
[-46.613, 1.786]
6.670
[-3.299, 38.914]
14.242
[-4.337, 76.467]
-14.083
[-38.117, 81.290]
-0.021
[-0.000, 0.000]
21.113
[-26.793, 161.051]
-0.845
[-7.074, 1.834]
7.484
[-2.801, 45.040]
-0.084
[-0.665, 0.032]
0.302
[0.001, 1.051]

0.106
[-0.000, 0.931]
-2.121
[-5.187, 6.129]
-1.506
[-4.877, 4.624]
0.159
[-3.340, 3.416]
-3.194
[-6.322, 13.265]
4.304
[-10.042, 10.232]
-0.004
[-0.000, 0.000]
6.231
[-30.830, 34.443]
1.198
[-2.410, 8.336]
0.340
[-5.579, 3.905]
-0.013
[-0.040, 0.005]
0.470**
[0.112, 0.929]
1.254
[-10.798, 4.714]

0.885***
[0.499, 1.272]
6.580***
[4.137, 9.023]
-1.610***
[-2.265, -0.955]
1.425***
[0.434, 2.416]
10.594***
[3.527, 17.661]
5.103***
[1.818, 8.389]
0.016***
[0.016, 0.016]
5.754***
[2.489, 9.020]
-2.760
[-6.599, 1.078]
0.864***
[0.203, 1.526]
-0.000
[-0.002, 0.002]
0.178***
[0.094, 0.263]

1.149
[-1.322, 3.620]
3.328
[-6.188, 12.844]
-0.423
[-0.951, 0.104]
0.486
[-0.995, 1.967]
1.409
[-3.791, 6.608]
2.420
[-3.701, 8.541]
0.003
[0.003, 0.003]
0.549
[-2.150, 3.247]
1.852***
[1.554, 2.151]
0.007
[-0.548, 0.562]
-0.006***
[-0.008, -0.004]
0.039
[-0.243, 0.322]

0.595
[-3.571, 4.762]
7.014*
[-5.080, 19.107]
-0.730*
[-1.631, 0.170]
0.435
[-3.475, 4.344]
5.121
[-7.628, 17.870]
0.002
[-4.000, 4.004]
0.000
[-355.065, 355.066]
2.127
[-3.060, 7.313]
0.622
[-1.096, 2.341]
0.202
[-3.692, 4.096]
-0.001
[-0.201, 0.199]
0.117
[-1240.656, 1240.890]

-17.541*
[-50.575, 15.494]
-256.423**
[-419.114, -93.732]
0.007
[-1.446, 1.460]
0.121
[-8.322, 8.565]
1.772
[-18.233, 21.777]
-1.847
[-75.395, 71.700]
-0.719
[-8.572, 7.133]
-1.458
[-54.872, 51.955]
0.003
[-36.088, 36.094]
-0.159
[-5.355, 5.038]
0.000
[-0.035, 0.035]
3.094*
[-0.383, 6.571]

New edition
Pokeball bundle

22.845
[-11.861, 57.551]
0.559
[-1.393, 2.511]

Eevee edition
Gold

-0.230
[-15.052, 14.592]
0.834
[-13.575, 15.244]

Blue
No. individual-choice pairs
No. individuals
No. unique choices
McFadden’s R2
Bootstrap draws

2415
59
220
0.34
100

10049
114
440
0.37
100

36695
963
379
0.49
100

85579
1846
783
0.39
100

135798
1379
1164
0.46
100

49679
744
617
0.07
100

Notes: ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the one, five, and ten percent levels, respectively. The brackets show 95 percent confidence
intervals. The standard errors and confidence intervals are calculated using bootstrapping.
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A.10

Full Estimation Results of Simple Logit

Table 16: Parameter estimates: Simple logit
Inattention (θ)
Free shipping effect (γf )
Total price (β̃)
Shipping fee (θ̃)
Free shipping (γ̃f )
Commercial seller
Seller score (K)
Payment: Paypal
Multiple units

Exit

Azul

Spiderman

FIFA 19

Pokemon

Duos

0.933**
[0.149, 1.716]
4.669***
[1.646, 7.693]
-0.939***
[-1.213, -0.666]
0.876**
[0.143, 1.610]
4.386***
[1.733, 7.040]
-1.092
[-2.694, 0.511]
0.003***
[0.002, 0.005]
-1.552***
[-2.521, -0.584]
0.743
[-0.266, 1.752]

1.228***
[0.401, 2.055]
3.097*
[-0.517, 6.711]
-0.596***
[-0.690, -0.502]
0.731***
[0.239, 1.224]
1.845*
[-0.274, 3.963]
0.573
[-0.620, 1.765]
0.003***
[0.002, 0.005]
1.021
[-0.991, 3.032]
1.164***
[0.311, 2.017]
0.247
[-0.816, 1.310]

0.057
[-0.225, 0.340]
1.735***
[0.640, 2.829]
-0.565***
[-0.594, -0.536]
0.032
[-0.127, 0.192]
0.980***
[0.364, 1.596]
0.694***
[0.522, 0.867]
0.000
[-0.000, 0.001]
0.900***
[0.458, 1.343]
1.984***
[1.749, 2.220]

-0.126
[-0.510, 0.258]
-3.209***
[-4.494, -1.924]
-0.202***
[-0.210, -0.195]
-0.025
[-0.103, 0.052]
-0.650***
[-0.908, -0.392]
0.637***
[0.459, 0.815]
0.001***
[0.000, 0.001]
1.105***
[0.783, 1.427]
1.830***
[1.689, 1.972]

0.035
[-0.536, 0.606]
1.637
[-0.790, 4.065]
-0.296***
[-0.313, -0.279]
0.010
[-0.158, 0.179]
0.484
[-0.212, 1.181]
0.717***
[0.614, 0.820]
-0.001*
[-0.001, 0.000]
0.224**
[0.007, 0.441]
1.030***
[0.872, 1.187]

0.815***
[0.264, 1.367]
8.154***
[4.962, 11.347]
-0.176***
[-0.185, -0.167]
0.143***
[0.046, 0.241]
1.434***
[0.864, 2.005]
1.372***
[1.065, 1.680]
-0.001***
[-0.002, -0.000]
1.412***
[0.934, 1.890]
1.115***
[0.813, 1.416]

New edition
Pokeball bundle

8.662***
[7.869, 9.455]
-0.027
[-0.196, 0.142]

Eevee edition
Gold

-0.346***
[-0.607, -0.084]
-0.531***
[-0.827, -0.236]

Blue
No. individual-choice pairs
No. individuals
No. unique choices
McFadden’s R2

2415
59
220
0.44

10049
114
440
0.56

36695
963
379
0.65

85579
1846
783
0.40

135798
1379
1164.0
0.44

49679
744
617
0.59

The indirect utility function follows Equation (2.4). Notes: ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the one, five, and ten
percent levels, respectively. The brackets show 95 percent confidence intervals.
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